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The Mascot and the Ball 
 

Ahh the Mascot, that adorable cuddly icon of any given tournament, promoting peace and 

love. Or maybe you are of the view that they are disease ridden parasites that plague our 

beautiful game, quite an extreme but possibly valid viewpoint. Here at SFG towers we will be 

taking a rather more neutral bordering on positive stance of the Mascot. 

 

This time the African Cup of Nations 2013 ran a competition amongst South African school 

children to design the Mascot, and so the children let their colourful imaginations run wild. 

After much deliberation the winner was announced, the Mascot destined for greatness/to be 

forever forgotten in the 2013 tournament will be Takuma, the friendly and cuddly Hippo. 

Seriously. 

 

Now for (slightly) more serious talk….about balls. Ahem. The official AfCoN 2013 football will 

be produced by Adidas as is now customary. This time it is the Katlego and can be seen in the 

picture above. Whether or not the Katlego (which means success in the SeSotho Language) will 

replicate the resounding success of the Jabulani remains to be seen, the ball could not be 

reached for comment. However, we will say this, the colours are eye catching. Let us hope that 

the football during the tournament matches it! 

 

 

 

http://sandalsforgoalposts.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/2012112911371522.jpg
http://sandalsforgoalposts.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/adidas_katlego_1.jpg
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Stadiums 
 

 

National Stadium, Johannesburg – 94,700 capacity 

 

Moses Mabhida Stadium, Durban – 54,000 capacity (expandable) 

 

Nelson Mandela Bay Stadium, Port Elizabeth – 48,000 capacity 
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Royal Bafokeng Stadium, Rustenberg – 42,000 capacity 

 

Mbombela Stadium, Nelspruit – 41,000 capacity 
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Is South Africa Ready? 
 

Hosting a World Cup sounds like an absolutely brilliant idea on paper, much in the same way as 

the idea of buying a bar after you’ve had too many drinks. Very few follow through with the 

idea and even less actually make it happen. 

When South Africa was selected to host the pinnacle of football back in 2007, they knew what 

they were going into. They had lost the 2006 tournament bid by a hair and since only African 

bids were accepted, they were the favourites all along to host it, which they did. Of the ten 

stadiums used in the World Cup, six were brand new and the others suffered renovations. But 

you still have to build new roads, supporting infrastructures, maybe some hotels and upgrade 

all the training venues so you can meet FIFA specifications. 

It all sounds like a massive bother, and it probably was, but the truth is that the World Cup was 

a great success and organized in brilliant fashion. It was so well-organized in fact, that Sepp 

Blatter gave the organization a 9/10 and said it could be a Plan B for future competitions. 

Rewind to 2006. 

Libya made a bid to host the (at that time) 2014 African Cup of Nations. Back then, the country 

was still being led by more than mental dictator Muammar Gaddafi. They won it and all was 

well, so it seemed. 

Zip forward to 2011 and Mr Gaddafi found himself shot and killed by rebels in the ongoing Civil 

War. CAF had already made the decision to organize the AFCON in odd-numbered years, so it 

didn’t clash with the Euros or the Olympic Games, and were forced to make a host change, as 

Libya quite clearly wouldn’t be able to achieve peace and host the competition properly in less 

than two years. 

 

Libya’s June 11 stadium. Not exactly up to par. 

Nigeria had been named reserve hosts of the 2010-2013/4 AFCONs, in case something went 

wrong, back in 2006. However, CAF had another look at things and since South Africa had 

organized a World Cup so well, surely they should be able to host a “smaller” event with ease. 

Nigeria would have to build all the infrastructures. 

So in September 2011, South Africa was chosen to host the 2013 competition. That left them 

with a year and four months to prepare a championship that in regular circumstances would 

take twice that time. 
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The final list of the stadia to be used was only announced in May. For reference, the list of 

stadiums to be used in the World Cup was released in 2006. Sure, they didn’t have to build 

them, but it’s still rather late. 

You look at the list of stadiums above and you can spot one big problem: Where is Cape Town? 

The closest stadium to it is in Port Elizabeth, which is almost 800 km away. So if you do live on 

the west coast of South Africa, you’re not going to have the chance to see any of the games 

live, unless you have a private jet or embark on a road trip. Bad planning there. 

About the stadiums that will be used, only the National Stadium, Moses Mabhida and the 

Royal Bafokeng see regular football, as they are the homes of Kaizer Chiefs, AmaZulu and 

Platinum Stars, respectively. The other two have been used mostly for rugby, with the 

occasional football match being held by Bafana Bafana or a local team when they face more 

popular clubs. 

This can cause an issue with the pitches. The AFCON has never been famous for its pitches, 

either because they were too dry or they were overused, like last year. Even though these new 

pitches are designed to support heavy usage, rugby is a pitch killer and can cause some 

problems. The National Stadium also has a small pitch dilemma. After hosting Linkin Park and 

Lady Gaga concerts in the same month, the pitch suffered terribly, with the left side of the field 

being filled with patches of dirt and crushed grass and the last time I saw it, before the South 

African league winter break last month, it still hadn’t fully recovered, so it’s a bit of a concern 

there. 

Another situation that might be worrisome is attendance. Last year the AFCON suffered from 

shocking attendance figures, with only the final being able to bring the stadium up to full 

capacity. It was so bad that the match between Sudan and Burkina Faso had an attendance of 

132 people. You can find better figures in the seventh tier of English football. 

 

Who doesn’t every game to look like this? 

Perhaps with a wealthier and more appealing country the figures will coincide with the 

greatness of this competition. There is nothing better than the sight of a packed Soccer Ci… 

sorry, National Stadium, but there have already been reports of problems in buying tickets, 

which already came out late due to the legal dispute over the name of National Stadium. 

People can’t seem to buy them online and most of the shops that are supposed to have them 

don’t. 
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Along with that, there seems to be little media hype, especially around Port Elizabeth and 

Rustenberg, cities that almost certainly won’t host Bafana Bafana matches, with very few 

posters being displayed along the cities. However, I was a member of the organization of a 

couple of international events last year and I can almost guarantee that, as you read this, there 

is a man walking around a room talking vigorously on the phone asking someone about how to 

fix the ticket situation and another equally stressed man awaiting a call from someone that’ll 

tell him when the posters are going to be put up. Still, it probably best to just buy the tickets 

on the day of the match itself at the stadium, at least you’ll be sure that they are fine. 

Organizing a tournament of this magnitude is one hell of a headache and having less than 18 

months doesn’t help. Despite all this, I’m confident that South Africa will be able to produce a 

fantastic tournament. They have great-looking arenas, terrific weather (hopefully) and like all 

of Africa, brilliant people. All it needs is for them to sit inside the stadium. 
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History 
Year Host Nation Final 3

rd
 Place 

 
1957 

 

   
Sudan 

 

Champion 

 
Egypt 

Score 
4 - 0 

2
nd

 Place 

Ethiopia 

 

 
Sudan 

 
1959 

 

  
United Arab 

Republic 
 

Champion 

 
United Arab 

Republic 

Score 
n/a 

(Round 
Robin 

format) 

2nd Place 

 
Sudan 

 

 
Ethiopia 

 
1962 

 

 
Ethiopia 

Champion 

 
Ethiopia 

Score 
4 – 2 (aet) 

2nd Place 

 
United Arab 

Republic 

 

 
Tunisia 

 
1963 

 

  
Ghana 

Champion 

 
Ghana 

Score 
3 - 0 

2nd Place 

 
Sudan 

 

 
United Arab 

Republic 

 
1965 

 

 
Tunisia 

 

Champion 

 
Ghana 

Score 
3 – 2 (aet) 

2nd Place 

 
Tunisia 

 

 
Ivory Coast 

 
1968 

 

  
Ethiopia 

 

Champion 

 
DR Congo 

Score 
1 - 0 

2nd Place 

 
Ghana 

 

 
Ivory Coast 

 
1970 

 

  
Sudan 

Champion 

 
Sudan 

Score 
3 - 2 

2nd Place 

 
Ghana 

 

 
United Arab 

Republic 

 
1972 

 

Cameroon 
 

Champion 

 
Congo 

Score 
3 - 2 

2nd Place 

 
Mali 

 

Cameroon 
 

 
1974 

 

 
Egypt 

 

Champion 

 
Zaire 

Score 
2 – 2 (aet) 

 
2 – 0 

(replay) 

2nd Place 

 
Zambia 

 

 
Egypt 

 
 
 
 

 

 
1976 

 

 
Ethiopia 

 

Champion 

 
Morocco 

Score 
n/a 

(Round 
Robin 

format) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2nd Place 

 
Guinea 

 

 
Nigeria 
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1978 

 

  
Ghana 

 

Champion 

 
Ghana 

Score 
2 – 0 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2nd Place 

 
Uganda 

 

 
Nigeria 

 
1980 

 

 
Nigeria 

 

Champion 

 
Nigeria 

 

Score 
3 – 0 

2nd Place 

 
Algeria 

 

 
Morocco 

 
1982 

 

 
Libya 

 

Champion

  
Ghana 

 

Score 
1 – 1 

 
(7 – 6) 

penalties 

2nd Place 

 
Libya 

 

 

 
Zambia 

 
1984 

 

 
Ivory Coast 

 

Champion 

 
Cameroon 

Score 
3 - 1 

2nd Place 

 
Nigeria 

 

 

 
Algeria 

 
1986 

 

 
Egypt 

 

Champion 

 
Egypt 

 

Score 
0 – 0 

 
(5 – 4) 

penalties 

2nd Place 

 
Cameroon 

 

 
Ivory Coast 

 

 
1988 

 

 
Morocco 

 

Champion 

 
Cameroon 

Score 
1 - 0 

2nd Place 

 
Nigeria 

 

 

 
Algeria 

 
1990 

 

 
Algeria 

 

Champion 

 
Algeria 

Score 
1 - 0 

2nd Place 

 
Nigeria 

 

 

 
Zambia 

 
1992 

 

 
Senegal 

 

Champion 

 
Ivory Coast 

 

Score 
0 – 0 

 
(11 – 10) 
Penalties 

 
 
 

2nd Place 

  
Ghana 

 

 

 
Nigeria 

 

 
1994 

 

 
Tunisia 

 

Champion 

 
Nigeria 

 

Score 
2 - 1 

2nd Place 

 
Zambia 

 

 
Ivory Coast 

 

 
1996 

 

 
South Africa 

 

Champion 

 
South Africa 

 

Score 
2 – 0 

 
 

 

2nd Place 

 
Tunisia 

 

 

 
Zambia 

 
1998 

 

 
Burkina Faso 

Champion 

 
Egypt 

 

Score 
2 – 0 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2nd Place 

 
South Africa 

 

 

 
DR Congo 
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2000 

 

  
Ghana 

 

 
Nigeria 

 

Champion 

 
Cameroon 

Score 
2 – 2 

 
(4 – 3) 

penalties 

2nd Place 

 
Nigeria 

 

 

 
South Africa 

 

 
2002 

 

 
Mali 

 

Champion 

 
Cameroon 

Score 
0 – 0 

 
(3 – 2) 

penalties 

2nd Place 

 
Senegal 

 

 

 
Nigeria 

 

 
2004 

 

 
Tunisia 

 

Champion 

 
Tunisia 

 

Score 
2 - 1 

2nd Place 

 
Morocco 

 

 

 
Nigeria 

 

 
2006 

 

 
Egypt 

 

Champion 

 
Egypt 

 

Score 
0 – 0 

 
(4 – 2) 

penalties 

2nd Place 

 
Ivory Coast 

 

 

 
Nigeria 

 

 
2008 

 

  
Ghana 

 

Champion 

 
Egypt 

 

Score 
1 - 0 

2nd Place 

 
Cameroon 

 

  
Ghana 

 

 
2010 

 

 
Angola 

Champion 

 
Egypt 

 

Score 2nd Place 

  
Ghana 

 

 

 
Nigeria 

 

2012  

 
Gabon 

 

 
Equatorial Guinea 

 

Champion 

 
Zambia 

Score 
0 – 0 

 
(8 – 7) 

penalties 

2nd Place 

 
Ivory Coast 

 

 

 
Mali 
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Top Scorers 

Year Player Goals 
 

1957    Mohamed Ad-Diba 

 
5 

 
1959    Mahmoud Al-Gohari 

 
3 

 
1962    Abdelfatah Badawi                      

 Mengistu Worku 
 

 
3 

 
1963    Hassan El-Shazly 

 
6 

 
1965    Ben Acheampong 

   Osei Kofi 

    Eustache Manglé 
 

 
3 

 
1968    Laurent Pokou 

 
6 

 
1970    Laurent Pokou 

 
8 

 
1972    Salif Keita 

 
5 

 
1974 

   Ndaye Mulamba 

 
9 

 
1976 

   Aliou Keita 

 
4 

 
1978 

   Phillip Omondi 

   Opoku Afriyie 

   Segun Odegbami 

 
3 

 
1980 

   Khaled Labied 

   Segun Odegbami 

 
3 

 
1982 

   George Alhassan 

 
4 

 
1984 

   Taher Abouzaid 

 
4 

 
1986 

   Roger Milla 

 
4 

 
1988 

 
4 players 

 
2 

 
1990 

   Djamel Menad 

 
4 

 
1992    Rashidi Yekini 

 
4 

 
1994    Rashidi Yekini 

 
5 
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1996 

   Kalusha Bwalya 

 
5 

 
1998 

   Hossam Hassan 

   Benni McCarthy 
 

 
7 

 
2000 

   Shaun Bartlett 

 
5 

 
2002 

   Patrick Mboma 
                    René Olembé 

   Julius Aghahowa 

 
3 

 
2004 

 
5 players 

 
4 

 
2006 

   Samuel Eto’o 

 
5 

 
2008 

   Samuel Eto’o 

 
5 

 
2010 

   Mohamed Nagy 

 
5 

 
2012 

 
7 players 

 
3 
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General Statistics 

Team Apps P W D L GF GA GD 

 Egypt 22 90 51 15 24 154 84 +70 

 Ghana 18 77 43 14 20 101 65 +36 

 Nigeria 16 80 42 19 19 112 78 +34 

 Cameroon 16 71 37 20 14 110 67 +43 

 Ivory Coast 19 77 34 18 25 112 85 +27 

 Zambia 15 61 26 15 20 77 64 +13 

 Algeria 14 57 20 17 20 67 67 0 

 Morocco 14 54 19 19 16 63 51 +12 

 Tunisia 15 57 18 21 18 74 71 +3 

 Congo DR 15 56 16 15 25 65 81 −16 

 Senegal 12 46 15 11 20 52 46 +6 

 South Africa 7 31 13 9 9 37 32 +5 

 Mali 7 34 13 9 12 44 48 −4 

 Guinea 10 35 11 12 12 52 51 +1 

 Sudan 8 24 7 6 11 28 38 −10 

 Ethiopia 9 24 7 2 15 28 54 −26 

 Angola 6 20 4 9 7 28 33 −5 

 Congo 6 22 5 6 11 21 34 −13 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egypt_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ghana_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nigeria_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cameroon_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zambia_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algeria_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morocco_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tunisia_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Congo_DR_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Senegal_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Africa_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mali_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guinea_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sudan_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethiopia_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angola_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Congo_national_football_team
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 Gabon 5 15 5 4 6 15 21 −6 

 Libya 3 11 3 5 3 12 13 −1 

 Togo 6 18 2 6 10 13 32 −19 

 Burkina Faso 8 26 2 6 18 22 52 −30 

 Uganda 5 16 3 1 12 17 31 −14 

 Kenya 5 14 1 4 9 8 24 −16 

 Equatorial 

Guinea 
1 4 2 0 2 3 5 −2 

 Zimbabwe 2 6 2 0 4 8 13 −5 

 Liberia 2 5 1 2 2 5 7 −2 

 Rwanda 1 3 1 1 1 3 3 0 

 Malawi 2 6 1 1 4 6 11 −5 

 Sierra Leone 2 5 1 1 3 2 11 −9 

 Namibia 2 6 0 2 4 9 18 −9 

 Mozambique 4 12 0 2 10 4 26 −22 

 Tanzania 1 3 0 1 2 3 6 −3 

 Benin 3 9 0 1 8 4 20 −16 

 Niger 1 3 0 0 3 1 5 −4 

 Mauritius 1 3 0 0 3 2 8 −6 

 Botswana 1 3 0 0 3 2 9 −7 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gabon_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Libya_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Togo_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burkina_Faso_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uganda_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kenya_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equatorial_Guinea_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equatorial_Guinea_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zimbabwe_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberia_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rwanda_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malawi_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sierra_Leone_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Namibia_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mozambique_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tanzania_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benin_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niger_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mauritius_national_football_team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Botswana_national_football_team
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Group A 

South Africa 

Angola 

Morocco 

Cape Verde 
 

Group B 

Ghana 

DR Congo 

Mali 

Niger 
 

Group C 

Zambia 

Nigeria 

Ethiopia 
Burkina Faso 

 

Group D 

Ivory Coast 

Algeria 

Tunisia 

Togo 
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South Africa 

 

Republic of South Africa 
Demonyn - South African 
Capital - Pretoria 
Largest city - Johannesburg 
Area - 1221037 km2 
Population - 51750560 
Languages - English, Afrikaans, Xhosa, Zulu, S. Ndebele, N. Sotho, S. Sotho, Swazi, 
Tsonga, Tswana, Venda 
Religion - Christians (80%) 
Ethnic Groups - Zulu (23%), Xhosa (16,5%), N. Sotho (9,4%), S. Sotho (7,5%), 
Afrikaans (6,7%), Tswana (6,5%), Tsonga (4,4%), Portuguese (3,4%), English (3,4%), 
Others (7%) 
Motto - !ke e: Ixarra Ilke (Unity in Diversity) 
Currency - Rand 
Borders - Namibia, Botswana, Swaziland, Lesotho, Zimbabwe, Mozambique 

 

 

 

AFCON - Winners (1996), runners-up (1998) 
Cosafa - Winners (2002, 2007, 2008) 
Most capped - Aaron Mokoena (107) 
Biggest scorer - Benedict (Benni) McCarthy - 32 goals 
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Squad 
 

Coach: Gordon Igesund 

Name Age Club Position 

Itumeleng Khune 25 Kaizer Chiefs GK 

Wayne Sandilands 29 Mamelodi Sundowns GK 

Senzo Meyiwa 25 Orlando Pirates GK 

Siboniso Gaxa 28 Kaizer Chiefs RB/LB 

Tsepo Masilela 27 Kaizer Chiefs LB 

Thabo Nthethe 28 Bloemfontein Celtic CB 

Anele Ngcongca 25 Racing Genk (BEL) RB/CB 

Thabo Matlaba 25 Orlando Pirates LB/LM 

Bongani Khumalo 26 PAOK (GRE) CB 

Siyabonga Sangweni 31 Orlando Pirates CB/RB 

Siphiwe Tshabalala 28 Kaizer Chiefs LM/CM 

Thulani Serero 22 Ajax (NED) CM 

Reneilwe 
Letsholonyane 

30 Kaizer Chiefs CM 

Kagisho Dikgacoi 28 Crystal Palace (ENG) CM 

Dean Furman 24 Oldham (ENG) CM 

Thuso Phala 26 Platinum Stars RW/LW 

May Mahlangu 23 Helsingborgs (SWE) CM 

Oupa Manyisa 24 Orlando Pirates CM/RB 

Lerato Chabangu 27 Moroka Swallows CF/LF 

Lehlohonolo Majoro  26 Kaizer Chiefs CF/LF 

Katlego Mphela 28 Mamelodi Sundowns CF 

Bernard Parker 26 Kaizer Chiefs OM/CF 

Tokelo Rantie 22 Malmö (SWE) CF/RF 
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Preview 
 

 

South Africa’s Probable XI 

 

Following the ignominy of becoming the first hosts to exit in the group stages of the World 

Cup, the Bafana Bafana famously failed to qualify for the 2012 Cup of Nations after they 

misinterpreted what they had to do to ensure qualification. Thinking they needed a draw 

rather than a win, they mistakenly played out a draw and celebrated wildly at the final whistle, 

only to be informed that they hadn’t qualified. But, on virtue of being the emergency hosts 

after Libya had to withdraw from hosting due to civil war, they are back and as hosts again. 

Coach Gordon Igesund, who was appointed in June 2012, has been critical of his predecessors, 

namely Brazilian coaches Carlos Alberto Parreira and Joel Santana, believing their pragmatic 

tactics stifled the samba flair that is inherent in South African footballers. But has a lot changed 

during his short stewardship? No, not really. The vogue 4-2-3-1 system is still planted and 

freewheeling full-backs and wingers aplenty, but you could say they the players are tad more 

expressive. 
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The acrobatic Itumeleng Khune is the undisputed first-choice goalkeeper. Supremely 

comfortable with the ball at his feet, his fantastic distribution is a key idiosyncrasy of South 

Africa’s game. With the majority of South Africa’s offensive players diminutive and lightweight, 

his pinpoint punts to their feet will be crucial in rocketing Bafana Bafana upfield. Bongani 

Khumalo, the captain, and Siyabonga Sangweni will dutifully patrol the airways and, even 

though they are cumbersome on their feet, they will ensure South Africa are not devastatingly 

defenestrated. 

South Africa have a superabundance of very good full-backs to ponder over, perhaps the best 

collection by any team at the tournament. Anele Ngcongca and Tsepo Masilela will start at 

right and left back, respectively, but the experienced Siboniso Gaxa and Thabo Matlaba are 

great options to have on the bench. The full-backs are encouraged to go forward but the 

consistent miscommunication in attacks usually leaves them stranded upfield and their centre-

backs are then outnumbered on the counter-attack. 

The English Football League pair of Kagisho Dikgacoi and Dean Furman will form the midfield 

pivot. Furman simply retains the possession whilst Dikgacoi, who is less assured on the ball, 

adds further midfield maintenance with the capability of scoring goals from deep, as his five 

goals for Crystal Palace this season indicates. There is a more complete option under 

consideration in the form of the rangy Reneilwe Letsholonyane, who also has the vision to 

disguise through-balls to the players ahead of him. 

 

South Africa are paying the price for turnovers 

Despite assembling a mix of promising and good attacking players the incessant change of 

regimes and player personnel has resulted in a coterie of players not dancing to the same 

vuvuzela beat. At times, you can’t help but wonder how poorly choreographed their goal 

celebrations will be – if they even manage to score a goal, that is. There’s an epidemic problem 

in the attacking third whereby not only do they struggle to score, but they are also bereft of 

the understanding. They had the large share of possession in the Mandela Cup match against 

Zambia in November but were unable to produce anything with it, and, to a lesser degree, the 

same assessment is applicable to their recent warm-up friendlies versus Norway and Algeria. 

Katlego ‘Killer’ Mphela and Thulani Serero are two glaring reasons South African fans should 

have a ready-to-smile subtlety on their lips when they analyse their chances. The former has 

an impressive goalscoring record at international level and makes intelligent runs behind 

centre-backs, whilst the latter has the ability to make this Cup of Nations a career zenith and 

bona-fide prelude of what is to come. The effervescent Tokelo Rantie, who presses very well, 

Bernard Parker and Lehlohonolo Majoro add more variation in attack. 

The home crowd 

How far South Africa progress will depend on whether they can develop an understanding as 

an offensive unit. Is it achievable in a short period period of time? It’s hard to foresee it. But 

the exultant home crowd – 90,000+ in South Africa’s case – can push teams to unprecedented, 

mythical heights as we witnessed in last year’s Cup of Nations co-hosts Equatorial Guinea and 

Gabon. It’s not enough to convert the out-of-sorts Siphiwe Tshabalala into Lionel Messi but it 

may just be enough to convert him into Marc Overmars in his pomp. 
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Coach: Gordon Igesund 

One of Africa’s most distinguished coaches, Igesund is the only manager to have won the 

South African Premier League championship with four different clubs (Manning Rangers, 

Orlando Pirates, Santos and Mamelodi Sundowns). 

Key man: Katlego Mphela 

The Mamelodi Sundowns striker’s apogee came in the 2009 Confederations Cup third place 

play-off when he scored a brace against Spain, his second goal a howling howitzer of a free-

kick which flew past Iker Casillas to force the game into extra time. His all-around ability makes 

him a vital player, but if he is to produce the goods at the apex of his career the service around 

him needs to improve. 

One to watch: Thulani Serero 

Thulani Serero will be right up there in the head group of razzmatazz rascals. The highly-rated 

Ajax attacking midfielder was a major doubt for the tournament after a serious injury in 

September last year, but has slowly been shifting through the gears in warm-up friendlies. 

SFG predicts: 

Quarter-final exit. 
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Angola 

 

 

República de Angola 
Demonym - Angolan 
Capital - Luanda 
Biggest city - Luanda 
Area - 1246700 km2 
Language - Portuguese 
Population - 18498000 
Ethnic Groups - Ovimbundu (37%), Kimbundu (25%) 
Motto - A virtude é mais forte unida (Virtua Unita Fortior) 
Religião - Catholic (50%), Other Christian (25%) 
Currency - Kwanza 
Borders - Namibia, Democratic Republic of 
Congo, Zambia, Republic of Congo 

 

 

 

Central Africa Games - 1987 (runners-up) 
COSAFA - winners 1999, 2001, 2004 
African Nations Championship - 2011 (runners-up) 
World Cup finals - 2006 
Most capped - Fabrice Akwá (80) 
Biggest scorer - Fabrice Akwá (36) 
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Squad 
 

Coach: Gustavo Ferrín (URU) 

Name Age Club Position 

Lamá 31 Petro Atlético GK 

Landú 23 Recreativo Libolo GK 

Neblú 19 1º de Agosto GK 

Marco Airosa 28 AEL Limassol (CYP) RB 

Amaro 26 1º de Agosto RB 

Dani Massunguna 26 1º de Agosto CB 

Miguel 21 Petro Luanda LB/LM 

Mingo Bile 25 1º de Agosto RB/RM 

Zuela 29 APOEL (CYP) CB/RB 

Bastos 21 Petro Atlético CB 

Lunguinha 27 Kabuscorp RB/LB 

Fabrício 24 Interclube CB 

Gilberto 30 AEL Limassol (CYP) LW 

Djalma 25 Kasimpasa (TUR) RW 

Dédé 31 AEL Limassol (CYP) CM 

Manuel 23 ASA MF 

Geraldo 21 Paraná (BRA) OM/RM/LM 

Pirolito 19 Interclube CB/CM 

Manucho Diniz 26 1º de Agosto CM 

Manucho Gonçalves 29 Valladolid (SPA) CF 

Mateus 28 Nacional (POR) CF/LF/RF 

Yano 20 Progresso CF 

Guilherme 27 FC Vaduz (LIE/SWI) CF 
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Preview 

 

Angola’s Probable XI 

 

More famous for their handball and basketball exploits, Angola reached the quarter-finals of 

the 2008 and 2010 editions of the Cup of Nations, with the latter edition on home soil, but 

their streak was derailed when they were eliminated in the group stage in the last tournament. 

The premature exit saw Uruguayan coach Gustavo Ferrin replace Lito Vidigal, becoming 

Angola’s sixth coach in four years. Still, being endorsers of Roman Abramovich’s Guide to 

Retaining and Sacking Managers has, like Chelsea, still seen them thriving: they will be making 

their fifth consecutive appearance at the finals and their seventh appearance in total. 

Whereas Vidigal had the side playing bone-chilling, cagey football which would have been 

utterly unforgettable had there not been another Cup of Nations so soon, Ferrin has the side 

playing the type of football that may just construct an Angolan house down Memory Lane by 

the end of the upcoming tournament. Ferrin is an ethnologist to the core, and it shouldn’t be a 

surprise that Angola’s present modus operandi is compatible with that of their national teams 

in their more celebrated sports like basketball; he is a coach who doesn’t merely select a 

system to suit his players but adapts the style of play according to what he considers to be 

country’s philosophies on life. 
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The fastidious Uruguayan, who boasts over 50 coaching courses on his CV, may have may have 

implanted conviviality into the Palancas Negras but, at the same time, has shown a remarkable 

coldness to get rid of the majority of the thirty-somethings in last year’s Cup of Nations squad. 

The squad for this year’s competition is a mix of solid performers from the last year and those 

who were largely on the periphery under the previous regimes. 

Interestingly, Ferrin oversaw the development of Uruguay national youth teams in the 2000s, 

managing the likes of Luis Suarez, Edinson Cavani and Martin Caceres. With Uruguay having 

success with the 3-5-2 formation at international level, he has naturally attempted to 

introduce a 3-5-2 system to Angola albeit not to the desired effect. When he used the system 

against Zimbabwe in the first leg of the play-off it was spectacularly chaotic and they were 2-0 

down in Harare at half-time. Alarmed, he switched to a 4-3-3 and they managed to eventually 

lose 3-1 and, crucially, get the away goal that would prove to be ultimately decisive. 

Angola, Angola flying down the wings 

Whatever system Angola opt for, their recent embracing of hyper-efficiency is depicted by the 

alacrity of their free-wheeling full-backs/wing-backs, the right-footed Lunguinha and the left-

footed Miguel, but their wheeling and dashing in the opposition half leaves a lot space in 

behind. Massunguna and Bastos are the centre-backs whilst Lama, a long-term understudy to 

the dropped Carlos, finally comes into the tournament as the number one. 

 

Gustavo Ferrin has everything under control. 

Angola will line up with a midfield three irrespective of their system. They’ll play with a deep 

holding midfielder, Dede, and two central midfielders, 19-year-old Pirolito and, with the broad-

chested Dominique Kivuvu failing to make the squad, the third midfielder is likely to be Brazil-

based 21-year-old Geraldo, who is the most offensive of the trio. 

The Ma-Ma-Camp attacking trident is the strongest area of the team, and their destiny will be 

determined by their form, especially Manucho. The Real Valladolid striker doesn’t have the 

burst of pace he used to have, so Djalma Santos and Mateus loll in and around him or drift to 

the flanks to provide the crosses that Manucho thrives on. The goal-scoring responsibility will 

chiefly rest on Manucho’s shoulders this time around, though, after Ferrin’s execution of the 

thirty-somethings means the absence of Flavio, one of Angola’s highest goalscorers and 

Africa’s most decorated footballers of the noughties. 

 

 

 

http://sandalsforgoalposts.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/gustavoferrin.jpg
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Manucho’s goals arguably make Angola favourites to win group A 

Angola have been largely ignored when discussion of group A knockout-stage qualifiers has 

arisen, with many tipping them to exit early again. But Angola’s wingers and full-backs, who 

play fully to Manucho’s aerial prowess, could see them spring a surprise due to the other 

teams being bereft of a designated marksman at this level. 

South Africa’s attack has Katlego Mphela, but it doesn’t even have the basic understanding to 

get a pass from point A to B, nevermind contemplating goals. Morocco are in a slightly better 

position but don’t have a guaranteed goalscorer and can be incredibly wasteful in front of goal. 

Cape Verde, meanwhile, will be relying on counter-attacks and are unlikely to notch that many 

goals. You could argue, then, that Angola, who beat Zambia 2-0 in a recent warm-up friendly, 

are arguably in pole position to finish top of group A with the figure of Manucho inevitably 

producing the goods – he has eight goals in eight Cup of Nations appearances. 

Coach: Gustavo Ferrin 

Incredibly, Ferrin went 76 matches unbeaten with the Defensor Sporting youth team in the 

early 2000s, a feat that saw him rise to prominence and land a stream of youth team roles 

during the 2000s before landing the Angola post more recently. 

Key man: Manucho 

Manucho, who finished as one of the joint top-scorers in the last Cup of Nations despite the 

premature elimination, is the star man and very much Mr Clutch. His two goals in the 2nd leg at 

home to Zimbabwe were decisive in confirming Angola’s qualification. 

One to watch: Djalma Campos 

The pacey winger’s earlier Angola career was blighted with ill-discipline but he has matured 

into a useful player. His delivery, from corners and crosses, always seem to find the blindingly 

powerful headers of Manucho. 

SFG Predicts… 

Group stage exit. 
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Morocco 

 

 

Kingdom of Morocco 
Demonym - Moroccan 
Capital - Rabat 
Biggest city - Casablanca 
Area - 446550 km2 
Language - Arab, Berbere 
Population - 35657056 
Ethnic Groups - Arab-Berbere (99%) 
Motto - Allah, al-Watan, al-Malik (God, Homeland, King) 
Religion - Islamic (90%) 
Currency - Dirham 
Borders - Mauritania, Spain, Algeria, Western Sahara 
 

 

 

 

AFCON - 1976 (winners) 
CEDEAO Cup - 1985 (winners) 
Arab Nations Cup - 2012 (winners) 
World Cup finals - 1970, 1986, 1994, 1998 
Olympic Games finals - 1964, 1972, 1984, 1992, 2000, 2004 
Most capped - Noureddine Naybet (115) 
Top scorer - Ahmed Faras (42) 
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Squad 
Coach: Rachid Taoussi 

Name Age Club Position 

Nadir Lamyaghri 36 Wydad Casablanca GK 

Anas Zniti 24 MAS Fez GK 

Khalid Askri 31 Raja Casablanca GK 

Mehdi Benatia 25 Udinese (ITA) CB/RB 

Ahmed Kantari 27 Stade Brest (FRA) CB 

Zakaria Bergdich 24 Lens (FRA) LB/LM 

Issam El Adoua 26 V. Guimarães (POR) CM/CB 

Abdelhamid El 
Kaoutari 

22 Montpellier (FRA) CB/LB 

Abdelatif Noussir 22 MAS Fez RB 

Abderrahim Chakir 26 FAR Rabat CB 

Adil Hermach 26 Al-Hilal (KSA) CM/LM/RM 

Karim El Ahmadi 27 Aston Villa (ENG) CM 

Younès Belhanda 22 Montpellier (FRA) OM/RW 

Abdelaziz Barrada 23 Getafe (SPA) CM/LM/RM 

Kamel Chafni 30  Stade Brest (FRA) OM/RM 

Mehdi Namli 25 MAT Tetouan CM/RM 

Nordin Amrabat 25 Galatasaray (TUR) LW/RW 

Chahir Belghazouani 26 AC Ajaccio (FRA) CF/RF/LF 

Youssef El Kaddioui 28 FAR Rabat CF/RF/LF 

Youssef El-Arabi 25 Granada (SPA) CF 

Mounir El Hamdaoui 28 Fiorentina (ITA) CF/RF 

Oussama Assaidi 24 Liverpool (ENG) CF/RF/LF 

Abderrazak 
Hamdallah 

22 Olympique Safi CF 
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Preview 
 

 

Morocco’s Probable XI 

It has been 37 years since Morocco last won the Cup of Nations, an astonishing longueur for a 

nation which was prominently tagged ‘The Brazil of Africa’ after impressively displaying their 

own interpretation of jogo bonito at the 1986 World Cup. But with an incessant supply of 

highly-rated French-born and Dutch-born talent, particularly attacking midfielders, filtering 

through to the Moroccan team, these are somewhat salivating times for the Atlas Lions. With a 

few more additions in the full squad, primarily in the backline, there is no reason why they 

can’t become one of the top teams in the world or even win the Africa Cup of Nations on 

home soil in 2015; relinquishing their position in the principal peloton of Africa’s perennial 

bottlers. 

Yet the assimilation of the superabundance of foreign-born attacking midfielders into African 

football has been an arduous process. Under Eric Gerets, the struggle to accommodate nearly 

all of their attacking midfielders into a single line-up left Morocco too top heavy, and 

ultimately cost the Belgian his job in the wake of the 2-0 defeat to Mozambique in the first leg 

of the play-offs. A the-whole-world-is-against-me feeling in the foreign-born/foreign-bred 

footballers has come to the fore as they’ve attempted to acclimatise to the climates and 

bobbly pitches they’re not accustomed to. 
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Geret’s successor Rachid Taoussi, who patrols the touchline in his black leather jacket akin to a 

restless Italian mob boss, has not only tried to attain balance by dropping several attacking 

midfielders, but also dropped chief underperformers.  Taoussi’s first game in charge, their 

second leg 4-0 mutilation of Mozambique, was so mind-blowingly pluperfect that it could have 

been considered wrong. 

No Kharja for Morocco 

The surprise omission of Houssine Kharja, integral in the overthrowing of Mozambique with his 

malevolent surges and Morocco’s most consistent performer in the last year, could either be a 

masterstroke or leave Morocco broke. Kharja’s captain armband has been passed on to Adil 

Hermarch and he will have Aston Villa’s Karim El Ahmadi for company. Mehdi Namli, a graceful 

playmaker who will start on bench, has been used deeper and may come on as a substitute. 

 

The pulsating Kharja is deemed obsolete in Taoussi’s system. 

It’s Morocco’s hideous defence, individually rather than collectively, that makes it difficult to 

take them seriously. Goalkeeper Nadir Lamyaghri seems to go out of his way to look 

calamitous on every occasion he is called upon, and his back-ups aren’t much better; 

Lamyaghri merely makes the team on the basis that he commits fewer calamities. The centre-

back partnership of Mehdi Benatia and Issam El Adoua is in the early stages of development. 

Any good work they do is undone by Zakaria Bergdich, a left back with great end-product in 

the final third but who commits positional gaffes which gift clear-cut chances to the 

opposition; Abdelhamid El Kaoutari may start ahead of him. Abderrahim Chakir and Abdelatif 

Noussir are fighting it out for the right-back spot, but it looks like the former will win the 

battle. 

The appeal of Morocco lies in their perpetually interchanging attacking midfielders/wingers. 

When everything works, it can result in intoxicating computer-quick football. Abdelaziz 

Barrada’s consistency puts him in pole position to start, probably on the right wing. Younes 

Belhanda is the playmaker and can conjure moments of breath-taking quality, but there’s a 

huge question mark on his fitness after he strained a muscle in the training camp. The final 

spot is between Nordin Amrabat and Oussama Assaidi, with the latter more likely to start after 

impressive recent outings; if Belhanda doesn’t make it, they’ll both probably start. 

 

 

 

http://sandalsforgoalposts.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/kharja.jpg
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The tremors of Kharja’s – and even Marouane Chamakh’s – exclusion may also be felt goal-

scoring wise – he scored three of their four goals at the last Cup of Nations and was their 

designated penalty-taker. Coming into the tournament, none of the current strikers 

goalscoring records are remorseless enough at international level. Youssef El Arabi, who 

captained the France futsal team at U-21 level, will start as the striker. His futsal background 

adds further interchangeability into the attack, but he isn’t a natural goalscorer as his three 

goals in 15 caps record exudes; in fact, he is very wasteful. Fiorentina striker Mounir El 

Hamdaoui isn’t much better with three in 12, and domestic-based Abderrazak Hamdallah  has 

notched up goals at home and forced his way into the team with some lively performances, 

but it’d be asking a lot of him to step up. 

The enigma of Morocco 

Even with a new coach, the caveat with this Morocco side is they still show their amazing 

ability to render to nothingness. Instead of building on that Mozambique performance, they 

were, at times, thoroughly toyed with by Togo in a 1-0 home defeat in November, so much so 

that the crowd turned against them and started cheering every Togo pass in the final stages. 

That run doesn’t seem to be coming to an end this time around but a run to, say, the semi-

finals, is completely possible if one of the strikers can step up, and it’d bring a feel-good factor 

with the Atlas Lions hosting the tournament in two years time. Conversely, there is little 

experience in the squad and there is a great deal of duress to deliver. Morocco are arguably in 

a tougher group than last time around when they exited in the group stages. An early exit is 

fathomable. 

The most important question remains, then: which Morocco will we see? 

Coach: Rachid Taoussi 

The avuncular Taoussi is well-acquainted with international football after managing Morocco’s 

youth teams in the 1990s. He steered Maghreb de Fes to a historical double in 2011, winning 

the CAF Confederations Cup, Africa’s equivalent of the Europa League, and the Throne Cup. He 

then masterminded a CAF Super Cup win last year over Esperance in a thrilling continental 

curtain-raiser. 
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Mehdi ‘Moroccan Maldini’ Benatia 

Key man: Mehdi Benatia 

With 25 caps, the Udinese centre-back is the second most experienced player in the squad. 

Nominated for the prestigious Serie A Oscar del Calcio award in the Defender of the Year 

category just over a year ago, Benatia will have to be vigilant to extinguish the fires that 

Bergdich and Lamyaghri will inevitably ignite. 

One to watch: Abdelaziz Barrada 

The joint top scorer at the inaugural CAF U-23 championship in 2011 with three goals as 

Morocco reached the final, the Getafe attacking midfielder is, after the omission of Kharja, the 

most consistent player in the squad by quite some distance despite being a relative newcomer. 

SFG Predicts… 

Quarter-final exit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://sandalsforgoalposts.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/mehdi-benatia2.jpg
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Cape Verde 
 

 

 

República de Cabo Verde 
Demonym - Cabo-verdiano, Cape Verdean 
Capital - Cidade da Praia 
Largest City - Cidade da Praia 
Area - 4033 km2 
Language - Portuguese, Creole 
Population - 500585 
Ethnic Groups - Creole (75%), African (20%), Portuguese (5%) 
Motto - Unity, Work, Progress 
Religion - Catholic (85%) 
Currency - Cape Verdean Escudo 

 

 

 

 

Taça Amílcar Cabral - 2000 (winners) 
Most capped player - Lito (55) 
Biggest scorer - Lito (30) 
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Squad 
 

Coach: Lúcio Antunes 

Name Age Club Position 

Fock 30 Batuque GK 

Vozinha 26 Progresso (ANG) GK 

Rilly 20 Mindelense GK 

Nando 34 Châteauroux (FRA) CB 

Fernando Varela 25 Vaslui (ROU) CB 

Guy Ramos 27 RKC Waalwijk (NED) CB/RB 

Gegé 24 Marítimo B (POR) CB 

Carlitos 27 AEL Limassol (CYP) RB/LB 

Nivaldo 24 Académica (POR) LB 

Josimar 23 Dordrecht (NED) CB 

Pecks 19 Gil Vicente (POR) CB 

Babanco 27 Olhanense (POR) LB 

Marco Soares 28 Omonia (CYP) CM 

Ronny 34 Fola Esch (LUX) CM 

Toni Varela 26 Sparta (NED) DM 

Sténio 24 Feirense (POR) CM 

David Silva 26 Olhanense (POR) LW/RW 

Platini 26 Santa Clara (POR) LW/OM 

Héldon Nhuck 24 Marítimo (POR) LW/RW 

Ryan Mendes 23 Lille (FRA) CF/LW/RW 

Djaniny 21 Olhanense (POR) CF 

Rambé 23 Belenenses (POR) CF/RW 

Júlio Tavares 24 Dijon (FRA) CF 
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Preview 

 

Cape Verde’s Probable XI 

 

With a population of just 500,000, the Cape Verde Islands will become the smallest country 

ever to compete at the Africa Cup of Nations finals. As you may know, Cape Verde have 

esteemed alma mater – Man Utd winger Nani and Porto defender Rolando, who both 

represent Portugal, are Cape Verdean, while former Sweden striker Henrik Larsson’s father 

also hailed from the island nation. 

Coach Lucio Antunes, an air traffic controller by day, has overseen the first landing of a Cape 

Verdean flight at African football’s summit. In April 2000, the Blue Sharks were ranked 182nd in 

the world but the upward trajectory was ignited that same year when they beat Mauritania 2-

0 at home to record their first win a competitive international fixture. 

Since then, through tapping into the Cape Verde diaspora, particularly in Portugal, Cape 

Verde’s football ability has emphatically exceeded the country’s vast numerical disadvantage. 

They’re now ranked 51st in the world. 
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Their ascent to African football’s top table hasn’t been plain sailing; there have been the body-

blows and throw-in-the-towel knock outs that make or break teams. Qualification for the 2012 

Cup of Nations ended not just in heartbreak, but double heartbreak. Firstly, a worse head-to-

head goal difference against Mali meant Seydou’s slickers piped them to top spot in their 

qualifying group (particularly heartbreaking as Cape Verde were in top position with three 

games to go, but then lost two of those games), and secondly, their quest to earn automatic 

qualification as one of the two best second-place teams was rebuffed as they finished behind 

Sudan by mere goal difference. 

The Surprise Factor 

Given the composition of their squad – nine are based in Portugal, the rest are dotted around 

France, Cyprus, Luxembourg, Romania, Angola, with only one based in Cape Verde  – it could 

have been easy  for it to all disintegrate in the era of international football cynicism, but 

Antunes has formed a consistent, cohesive unit. 

Their biggest strength, then, may just be their surprise factor, theoretically and 

footballistically. Not only is their team as a whole relatively unknown, but many of their 

players, even the more illustrious ones, are lowkey. Lille’s Ryan Mendes is unquestionably the 

illustrious name for French football aficionados, but the rest of the players have had relatively 

little time in the spotlight. As Cameroon found out in the qualifiers, teams will be facing a 

legitimate threat they have little knowledge of. Given the majority of the team play at a good 

level of European football, they are certainly a threat worth knowing about. 

 

The Incognitos 

Their surprise factor is further elongated by their counter-attacking stratagem. Like their 

colonial masters Portugal, they are well endowed down the wings, possessing pace and 

trickery. With their traditional 4-5-1 underdog formation, the traffic may be one-way but the 

Cape Verdeans ability to lull the commuters into their embrace before biting through them 

with utter vitriol shouldn’t be underestimated, as the (In)domitable Lions of Cameroon will 

attest.  Apt for a side coached by an air traffic controller, the deliveries from set-pieces are 

Stokeingly good – they’ll arguably be the most dangerous team at the Africa Cup of Nations 

from dead balls. 

 

 

http://sandalsforgoalposts.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/capeverde21.jpg
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ITV and Eurosport complaints may go into overdrive as goalkeeper Fock’s name is uttered, 

especially if he makes the customary error, but they’ll be spared as Vozinha is the number one. 

The back four are fairly easy to predict – the combative veteran captain Nando and Fernando 

Varela are the centre-back pairing, Carlitos, a cousin of Nani, is the right-back and Nivaldo is 

the left back. 

The composition of the midfield is up in the air as Stade Reims’ Odair Fortes mystifyingly pulled 

out of the tournament. The small Toni Varela will most likely take his place on the right wing, 

whilst the experienced Ronny and Marco Soares provide the midfield steel, and Babanco or 

David Silva will probably play on the other wing. ‘They are all efficient but unspectacular 

players, leaving the fireworks to those ahead of them. 

Indeed, Ryan Mendes and Heldon, who plays as the attacking midfielder, will be the key ahead 

of them and are particularly opportunistic when on the break. The robust Djaniny is another 

notable option Antunes has at his disposal. He is a target man and was favoured over Mendes 

in the away leg versus Cameroon. 

The Blue Sharks are the most likely to defy their ‘whipping boys’ tag 

The Blue Sharks are the team most capable of progressing to the knockout stage out of those 

expected to be the whipping boys (Ethiopia, Niger, Togo); unlike Ethiopia, they seem 

peripatetic enough not to be overawed; unlike Niger, they have far more incision to cause the 

bigger teams problems and are more used to the big occasion; and unlike Togo, their 

preparations have not been besieged by squad unrest. 

More significantly, though, they are in the most open group compared to the aforementioned 

trio. The opening game against the hosts will be a tough one but not insurmountable given 

South Africa’s lack of conviction in attack, the enigma of Morocco is beatable, and they could 

thrive in the acres of space Angola leave behind when they go forward. 

Coach: Lucio Antunes 

Previously an assistant to former coach Joao de Deus, the 46-year-old is on long leave from his 

day job as an air traffic controller to coach. In 2009, he coached the U-21 side to a gold medal 

in the Lusophone Games in Portugal. He spent a week last December shadowing Real Madrid 

manager Jose Mourinho. 
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Heldon ‘Nhuck’ Ramos after his exploits in Yaounde 

Key man: Heldon ‘Nhuck’ Ramos 

If Heldon was Tanzanian, it’d be particularly apt as they’d evolve his nickname to 

‘Nhucksy’/’Nuksi’, which means ‘misfortune’ in Swahili. The attacking midfielder has heaped 

misfortune on myriad countries, finishing Cape Verde’s top scorer during the 2012 Cup of 

Nations qualifying. He scored the crucial away goal in Yaounde, a fantastic free-kick that all but 

ended Cameroon’s hopes. 

One to watch: Ryan Mendes 

The Lille player is the most exceptional talent that Cape Verde possess and provides the spark 

in attack with his pace and dribbling ability.  Mendes has only played 9 times for the Cape 

Verde Islands, but has three goals to his name, all scored during the side’s remarkable 

qualification for the tournament. 

SFG Predicts… 

Group stage exit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://sandalsforgoalposts.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/heldonramos.jpg
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Ghana 

 

Republic of Ghana 
Demonym - Ghanaian 
Capital - Acra 
Largest city - Acra 
Area - 238535 km2 
Language - English, Akan 
Population - 24233431 
Ethnic Groups - Akan (49%), Mole-Dagbon (15%) 
Motto - Freedom and Justice 
Religion - Christian (69%) 
Currency - Ghanaian Cedi 
Borders - Cote d’Ivoire, Burkina Faso, Togo 

 

 

 

AFCON - 1963, 1965, 1978, 1982 (winners) 
World Cup finals - 2006, 2010 
Olympic Games finals - 1964, 1968, 1972, 1992, 1996, 2004 
West African Nations Cup - 1982, 1983, 1984, 1986, 1987 (winners) 
All-Africa Games - 2011 (winners) 
Most capped - Richard Kingson (90) 
Biggest scorer - Abedi Ayew ‘Pelé’ (33) 
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Squad 
Coach: James Kwesi Appiah 

Name Age Club Position 

Daniel Adjei 23 Liberty Professionals GK 

Adam Kwarasey 25 Strømsgodset (NOR) GK 

Fatau Dauda 27 Ashanti Gold GK 

John Paintsil 31 Hapoel Tel-Aviv (ISR) RB 

Jonathan Mensah 22 Évian TG (FRA) CB 

Jerry Akaminko 24 Eskişehirspor (TUR) RB/CB 

Richard Boateng 24 Berekum Chelsea LB/LM 

Isaac Vorsah  24 RB Salzburg (AUT) CB 

Harrison Afful 26 Espérance (TUN) RB/LB 

John Boye 25 Stade Rennes (FRA) CB/RB/LB 

Mohamed Awal 24 Maritzburg Utd (RSA) CB 

Mohammed Rabiu 23 Évian TG (FRA) CM 

Mubarak Wakaso 22 Espanyol (SPA) LM/CM/LB 

Anthony Annan 26 Osasuna (SPA) CM 

Emmanuel 
Agyemang-Badu 

22 Udinese (ITA) CM 

Derek Boateng 29 Dnipro (UKR) CM 

Solomon Asante 22 Berekum Chelsea RM 

Kwadwo Asamoah 24 Juventus (ITA) LM/LB/CM 

Albert Adomah 25 Bristol City (ENG) RM 

Asamoah Gyan 27 Al-Ain (UAE) CF 

Christian Atsu 21 FC Porto (POR) LF/RF 

Richmond Boakye 19 Sassuolo (ITA) CF 

Emmanuel Clottey 25 Espérance (TUN) CF 
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Preview 

 

Ghana’s Probable XI 

It’s 31 years since Ghana last won the Cup of Nations. The good news is that this Ghana team 

has the quality to render history to obsolescence, certainly more so than last time around. The 

situation in the Ghanaian defence in Gabon and Equatorial Guinea – constant rotation 

throughout the backline, partly on the whim of the then coach Goran Stefanovic, and partly 

enforced by suspensions and injuries – provided a microcosm of nearly everything that was 

wrong with the team. What Ghanaian football lacked was was a decisive coach. 

Stefanovic’s successor Akwasi Appiah has ruled with the cold-bloodedness that is needed thus 

far, leaving out the likes of John Mensah, whose questionable fitness due to being a free agent 

forced Ghana to constantly chop and change at centre-back, and the buccaneering right-back 

Samuel Inkoom,  who has not even been warming the bench at Dnipro. Predictably, there has 

been the obligatory quintessentially Ghanaian pre-tournament media frenzy after Andre Ayew 

was left out of the squad for not reporting to camp on time, with indications that he had no 

intention to anyway after his brother Jordan was left out of the provisional squad. 
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Ghana’s centre-back pairing will be the fearsome duo of Isaac Vorsah and John Boye; bouncers 

who cherish order in and around their penalty area and smash the door in the face of 

mischievous marksmen who attempt to dim the Black Stars. Boye was a standout performer 

for Ghana in the last AFCON, but his penchant for a yellow card means his transformation from 

boye to man is incomplete – Ghana will probably have to rotate at some point during the 

tournament. 

The full-back positions remain Ghana’s most quarrelsome positions, but Juventus’ deployment 

of Kwadwo Asamoah as a left wing-back has provided Appiah with a possible solution. John 

Paintsil will start at right-back and Asamoah will start at left-back, although many feel his 

creativity is wasted out there. If one of them doesn’t start then it’ll probably be Harrison Afful, 

a streetwise jack-of-all-trades and master of most. Norwegian-born goalkeeper Adam 

Kwarasey has ceased the quarrying over the number one jersey for now but is still susceptible 

to nanoseconds of narcolepsy. 

 

Akwasi: Will he Appiah back in Ghana with the trophy? 

In defensive midfield, Ghana is the only team that has the grandeur to rival the Ivory Coast. 

Anthony Annan and Emmanuel Agyemang-Badu’s unbreakable midfield duopoly remains 

intact, the former offering candour in accordance with his ability on the ball while the latter 

offers boisterous energy to drive from deep. Another option here is the muscle-bound 

panache of Derek Boateng. Stronger than ten crates of Supermalt, he is another with a 

penchant for a yellow card and he can be frustratingly careless with the ball. 

Is Andre Ayew’s absence a blessing? 

Ghana’s iconoclasts in the last few years have rightly pointed out that they don’t create 

enough opportunities and don’t score enough goals – put simply, boring – but the recent 3-0 

and 4-2 warm-up wins over Egypt and Tunisia respectively offer a rousing antidote to that 

argument. The pizazz of Christian Atsu, who will probably play a free role, has gone some way 

to providing the panacea to that problem.  Andre Ayew’s replacement on the right is likely to 

be the Bristol City winger Albert Adomah, who is far from a blockbuster name but his 

traditional, disciplined wing-play has rented the judgement of Appiah for the time being. 

Espanyol’s Wakaso Mubarak will play on the left, he possesses deadly delivery from set-pieces, 

particularly from the right-side. With Asamoah  Gyan not taking penalties anymore after his 

mother told him not to on her deathbed, Mubarak will also probably be the man Ghana turn to 

when they need sang-froid after he scored one versus Tunisia. 

http://sandalsforgoalposts.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/akwasi-appiah.jpg
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Upfront, captain Gyan, who has been in devastating form for Al Ain, will once again lead the 

attack. However, there have been concerns over his level of fitness. Unlike the last AFCON, the 

worry isn’t about whether he’ll be fit in time but whether he is in optimum shape to play 

against decent opposition. The former Sunderland striker, who went on a hiatus in the post-

mortem of Ghana’s AFCON 2012 exit after heavy criticism for missing a penalty in the semi-

final versus Zambia, is back in the international fold but hasn’t played with the same sharpness 

since his return to the team. His recent performances have been encouraging, though. 

Despite the worries and the omission of Jordan Ayew, Ghana certainly have better striking 

options compared to last time around. Richmond Boakye, who is on the books of Juventus, is 

promising and may finally be the very good striker Ghana have been craving for, while 

Berekum Chelsea’s Emmanuel Clottey was last year’s Africa Champions League top scorer. 

Ghana, after Ivory Coast, will be the second most complete team at the Cup of Nations. There 

are weaknesses in defence that  should be forensically tested by DR Congo, but Ghana will be 

very difficult to beat once again. With ten newbies in the squad, the likes of DR Congo and Mali 

will provide a good measure of their status quo. If they perform to their capability then a 

passage to the semis will be a stroll. Will Andre Ayew’s absence be a blessing or a curse? 

Coach: Akwasi Appiah 

Ghana’s first home-grown coach since 2002, Appiah played for Ghanaian giants Asante Kotoko 

for a decade and also captained the national team. The armband was taken away from him 

just before the 1992 Cup of Nations – one of the many situations that has had him considered 

as not being assertive enough. He had been Ghana’s assistant coach since 2008 before he was 

appointed. 

Key man: Emmanuel Agyemang Badu 

Badu by name, Goodu by nature. The Udinese midfielder is incredibly consistent for Ghana and 

his drive was dearly missed when they bowed out in the semi-final of the last Cup of Nations. 

Although he isn’t the tallest, the 22-year-old is blessed with an incredible leap. Ghana simply 

don’t have another Agyemang-Badu. 

One to watch: Christian Atsu 

The Porto winger’s scintillating display against Malawi in the play-off first leg evoked feelings 

that we were watching the darting runs of Abedi Pele in his pomp. No pressure, Christian. 

SFG Predicts… 

Runners-up. 
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DR Congo 

 

 

Democratic Republic of Congo 
Demonym - Congolese 
Capital - Kinshasa 
Biggest city - Kinshasa 
Area - 2345409 km2 
Population - 71712867 
Language - French; Lingala, Kikongo, Swahili, Tshiluba 
Ethnic Groups - Bantu (80%) 
Motto - Justice, Paix, Travail (Justice, Peace Work) 
Religion - Christians (95%) 
Currency - Congolese franc 
Borders - Angola, Congo, Zambia, Burundi, Tanzania, Rwanda, Uganda, South 
Sudan, Central African Republic 
 

 

CAN - 1968, 1974 (winners) 
Central African Games - 1981 (winners) 
World Cup finals - 1974 
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Squad 
 

Coach: Claude Le Roy 

Name Age Club Position 

Muteba Kidiaba 36 TP Mazembe GK 

Parfait Mandanda 23 Charleroi (BEL) GK 

Landu Bakala 20 MK Etanchéité GK 

Mpeko Issama 26 AS Vita Club RB 

Kilitcho Kasusula 26 TP Mazembe LB 

Cédric Mongongu 23 Évian TG (FRA) CB/RB 

Larrys Mabiala 25 Karabükspor (TUR) CB/RB 

Landry Mulemo 26 KV Kortrijk (BEL) LB/LM 

Chancel Mangulu  18 Anderlecht (BEL) CB 

Gabriel Zakuani 26 Peterborough (ENG) CB/RB 

Zola Matumona 31 Mons (BEL) LM 

Cédric Makiadi 28 Freiburg (GER) CM 

Yves Diba Ilunga 25 Al-Raed (KSA) CM/CF 

Youssouf Mulumbu 25 West Brom (ENG) DM 

Makuntima Kisombe 20 Motema Pembe CM 

Trésor Mputu 27 TP Mazembe CF 

Lomana LuaLua 32 Karabükspor (TUR) RF 

Dioko Kaluyikuta 26 Al-Kharaitiyat (QAT) CF 

Dieumerci Mbokani 27 Anderlecht (BEL) CF 

Déo Kanda 23 TP Mazembe CF 

Budge Manzia 18 Shark XI RF 

Nzinga Luvumbu 25 SC Rojolu Lukaku CF 

Mulota Kabangu 27 TP Mazembe RF/LF 
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Preview 
 

 
DR Congo’s Probable XI 

 

Many have billed DR Congo as the ‘dark horses’. If you have a smidgeon of knowledge of some 

of their probable starting XI, you can see why. They have a gladiatorial midfield partnership of 

Cedric Makiadi and Youssouf Mulumbu, two of Europe’s perennial unsung heroes. They have 

Dieumerci Mbokani, who had notched 22 goals by the end of December – only superhuman 

Lionel Messi had scored more goals than him at that stage this season. That’s some of your 

European lot. 

When you get to your African lot, you have a cadre of individuals from TP Mazembe, the 2009 

and 2010 African champions and last year’s semi-finalists. These are not workaday African 

footballers, but the aristocratic elite of African football, yet poor broadcasting means they 

rarely enrich our TV or laptop screens. There’s a hypnotic mythical quality to them that were 

they achieve the lofty heights many are predicting for them, it could send football hipsters 

who have tracked their progress into apoplexy. 
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Throw in that their conductor is the legendary French coach Claude Le Roy, who led DR Congo 

to their last Cup of Nations appearance in 2006 and is arguably Africa’s finest ex-pat coach of 

all time, and you realise that DR Congo’s qualification was exactly what the DR ordered. The 

likes of Mulumbu and Mbokani had been in exile in protest at the in-fighting and 

unprofessionalism that was commonplace in the DR Congo set-up from top-down, but Le Roy’s 

renowned man-management sees them back donning the mouth-watering jersey that is not 

only placidly azure, but has a sumptuous diagonal red strip which encapsulates that they are 

baying for blood. 

Bona-fide Dark Horses 

Unlike a lot of team that are frivolously dubbed as pre-tournament ‘dark horses’, the DR Congo 

come into the tournament with tangible success that shows their inner cohesion as a team. In 

2009, they won the inaugural Africa Nations Championship (which differs from the Cup of 

Nations in that it only involves domestic-based players), four of the starting XI will probably 

start for DR Congo in the upcoming tournament. 

 

DR Congo team before their 1st leg play-off tie against Equatorial Guinea 

The eccentric Muteba Kidiaba is the custodian in goal. A fantastic shot-stopper, the TP 

Mazembe goalkeeper isn’t commanding at set-pieces and it’ll be left to centre-back Cedric 

Mongongu to monitor the airwaves. The second centre-back slot is up for grabs after Joel 

Kimwaki, the usual centre-back, was not included for disciplinary reasons, it’ll be one of Larrys 

Mabiala, Landry Mulemo or Peterbrough’s Gabriel Zakuani, who has been providing a riveting 

pre-Afcon insight on Twitter. With little time for the centre-back pairing to form an 

understanding, this could be DR Congo’s downfall. 

 

https://twitter.com/Gabs50Zakuani/status/286600742557597696
https://twitter.com/Gabs50Zakuani/status/286600742557597696
http://sandalsforgoalposts.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/drcongoteam.jpg
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The full-backs are both adventurous; there’s Jean Kasusula, stationed on the left, and Mpeko 

Issama on the right. Mulumbu partners Makiadi in midfield, with the former far more 

adventurous than he is for West Brom, and they both diligently shuttle to the wings when the 

full-backs maraud forward. 

Mputu is the playmaker/trequartista, occasionally dropping deep and veering down the left, 

showing extraordinary economy with either foot to feed in through balls to the three players 

ahead of him. DR Congo could be especially noxious down the left where Kasusula, Mputu and 

the impish left winger Deo Kanda used their club relationship to choreograph moves to 

devastating effect. Dioko Kaluyituka, the man who scored the winning goal in TP Mazembe’s 2-

0 shock win over Internacional in the Club World Cup in 2010, is very direct on the right wing 

and offers more lethal finishing. The diminutive Zola Matumona, who offers more trickery, 

could be preferred to Kaluyituka or used as an impact sub. 

The wily runs and phlegmatic finishing of Mbokani in front of them only adds further substance 

to the team. “It is the end of a long battle, I didn’t need any other player apart from Mbokani – 

he is the last player I have been waiting for,” said Le Roy when the Anderlecht striker ended his 

14-month exile last July. He knew the team was complete. 

Can they go all the way? 

They have a tough opening game against Ghana, but with the Black Stars struggling to find 

mainstays in their full-back positions and the DR Congo blessed with the variety down the 

flanks to test them to the brim, a shock result is not inconceivable. Mali, who finished third in 

the last Cup of Nations, are another tough prospect but the differences between the teams are 

gossamer-thin. Can they live up to the hype? We shall see, but the DR Congo are certainly 

deserving of their ‘dark horses’ tag. 

Coach: Claude Le Roy 

A popular pundit on French television channel Canal+ in the late 1990s, it was initially his 

exploits for Cameroon in the mid-late eighties that won him wide plaudits. In 1986, he took the 

Indomitable Lions to the final, but they lost to hosts Egypt on penalties. Two years later, 

Cameroon were crowned African champions after defeating Nigeria. 

Key man: Tresor Mputu 

If life is like a box of chocolates, then Tresor Mputu is a Kitkat. Each eruption of 

enchantment tastes as good as the last one and after Havin’ had A Break to catch your breath, 

you’re instantly ready for another. With Mulumbu and Makiadi diligently carrying the water 

for him, the captain and talisman will inevitably walk on it. 

One to watch: Deo Kanda 

The winger has the cheeky-chappiness to dupe defenders with all manners of deception even 

in tight spaces. A hardcore performer and a rousing crowd warmer, he does lack the bigger-

picture awareness, sometimes to the detriment of his team, but every now and then he is 

capable of conjuring a jaw-dropper, like this one against Equatorial Guinea in the play-off tie: 

SFG Predicts… 

Semi-finalists. 
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Mali 

 

Repúblique du Mali 
Demonym - Malian 
Capital - Bamako 
Largest city - Bamako 
Area - 1240192 km2 
Language - French, Bambara 
Population - 14517176 
Ethnic Groups - Mande (50%), Fula (17%), Voltaic (12%), Tuareg (10%) 
Motto - Un peuple, un but, une foi (One People, one goal, one faith) 
Religion - Islamic (90%) 
Currency - CFA Franc 
Borders - Mauritania, Senegal, Guinea, Cote d’Ivoire, Níger, Burkina Faso, 
Algeria 

 

 

 

Amílcar Cabral Cup - 1989, 1997 (winners) 
WAFU Cup - 2005 (winners) 
AFCON - 1972 (runners-up) 
Olympic Games - 2004 
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Squad 

 

Coach: Fabrice Carteron (FRA) 

Name Age Club Position 

Soumbeïla Diakité 28 Stade Malien GK 

Mamadou Samassa 22 Guignamp (FRA) GK 

Aly Yirango 18 Djoliba GK 

Adama Coulibaly 32 Auxerre (FRA) CB 

Idrissa Coulibaly 25 Lekhwiya (QAT) CB/RB 

Ousmane Coulibaly 23 Stade Brest (FRA) RB/LB 

Adama Tamboura 27 Randers (DEN) LB 

Fousseni Diawara 32 AC Ajaccio (FRA) RB/CB 

Mahamadou N’Diaye 22 V. Guimarães (POR) CB 

Salif Coulibaly 19 Djoliba CB 

Molla Wagué 21 Caen (FRA) CB 

Seydou Keita 33 Dalian Aerbin (CHN) CM 

Mohamed Sissoko 27 Paris SG (FRA) CM 

Mahamane Traoré 24 Nice (FRA) CM 

Samba Sow 23 Lens (FRA) CM 

Kalilou Traoré 25 Sochaux (FRA) CM 

Samba Diakité 23 QPR (ENG) CM 

Sambou Yatabaré 23 Bastia (FRA) OM/RW 

Sigamary Diarra 29 AC Ajaccio (FRA) LW 

Cheikh Diarra 20 Stade Rennes (FRA) CF/RF/LF 

Modibo Maïga 25 West Ham (ENG) CF 

Cheikh Diabaté 24 Bordeaux (FRA) CF 

Mana Dembélé 24 Clermont Foot (FRA) CF 
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Preview 

 

Mali’s Probable XI 

Until recently, it couldn’t have been much fun supporting Les Aigles. Some of Africa’s best and 

brightest hail from Mali but rarely have they ever been assembled as an oiled, coherent, well-

functioning unit. 

 Take the 2010 African Cup of Nations. Nigerian icon Stephen Keshi took a squad peppered 

with household names: Seydou Keita, Frederic Kanoute, Momo Sissoko and Mahamadou 

Diarra were all in Angola ready to defend the green, red and yellow. In their memorable 

opening match, Mali mounted a late surge, scoring four goals in quick succession to salvage a 

point from the clutches of a four goal deficit. Their comeback predictably coincided with the 

introduction of Frederic Kanoute and Seydou Keita. The duo scored three of Mali’s four goals, 

as they were bizarrely left out for the then inexperienced Maiga and stale Bagayoko. 
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 Under the tutelage of Alain Giresse, Mali began gaining measurable traction. The tested 

Frenchman took a few steps to rejuvenate his squad. First plan of action? Recruitment. In 

came leggy Sidy Kone from Lyon, QPR’s Samba Diakite and the massive Tongo Doumbia – now 

plying his trade in the midlands for Wolverhampton Wanderers. Giresse also scoured the 

Malien Premiere Division for reinforcements which he found in Djoliba’s Idrissa Traore and 

Salif Coulibaly. The final chapter consisted of extracting the maximum from an experienced 

core which constituted the Malian spine. Seydou Keita is the heartbeat of the side. Mali will 

always set-up with a bruiser alongside the former Barcelona midfielder. This emancipates Keita 

from his defensive duties and gives him licence to dictate attacks. Bakaye Traore, Momo 

Sissoko, Kalilou Traore and – recently – Mahamadou Diarra have all played the holding role 

with much success. 

Off the Pitch Troubles 

Off the pitch, the country is being torn apart. Indigenous peoples near the Sahara have 

splintered off, pushing for self-determination. The Tuareg of Azawad are now, allegedly, led by 

an Al-Qaeda surrogate group and look increasingly likely to form a regional government, 

repelling Western intervention, and, effectively, splitting the nation into two. The political 

turbulence has forced Mali to play their qualification matches on neutral pitches – it could 

provide a distraction or serve as motivation for the tournament. 

Giresse Resigns 

The appointment of Alain Giresse in 2010 was met with jubilation and rightly so. The former 

French midfielder is a proven name in Africa. Under his wing, Mali stepped out from under 

their inflated exoskeleton and made substantial improvements. A bronze medal at the 2012 

African Cup of Nations was the country’s best finish since 1972. Giresse looked to continue his 

work with Les Aigles, and he was offered a bumper extension but to no avail. The Frenchman 

could simply no longer sustain the unbearable work conditions set by the Malian Football 

Association. 

Coach: Phillipe Carteron 

 

Carteron cherishes the Malian challenge 

         Carteron had spent 3 years at Dijon, both promoting the club and relegating it. Mali 

represented a fresh challenge and it was one Carteron seized with both hands. Carteron can be 

praised for his adaptability, as he moulded his philosophies to the team’s strengths. He mostly 

employs the out-of-style 4-4-2 to accommodate his striking options. Modibo Maiga and Cheikh 

Diabate have formed a dynamic duo – one of them scoring in every game this year. Mamadou 

Samassa and Mustapha Yatabare are more than capable replacements for either of the two. 

Yet Carteron isn’t afraid to opt for a 4-3-3 when necessary. When Mali took on Algeria in 

Ouagadougou, Carteron lined up a 4-5-1. Overloading the midfield cut out the spaces Algeria’s 

attacking midfield tends to exploit. Sofiane Feghouli and Ryad Boudebouz were closed down 

by the likes of Seydou Keita, Kalilou Traore and Samba Sow. 
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One To Watch: Modibo Maiga 

Failure to find form under Sam Allardyce has surely irritated Modibo Maiga. Reports have 

already surfaced, linking him back to French giants Marseille. Maiga will have everything to 

prove in South Africa and the Malian usually hits form when he plays with a chip on his 

shoulder. Look for him to terrorize defences as Mali attempt to improve on last year’s 3rd 

place finish. 

Key Player: Seydou Keita 

For certain players, age, form, and personal issues are irrelevant factors, especially in 

international tournaments. Experience, symbolic worth and sheer skill envelope any 

outstanding negatives and render said players invaluable. Seydou Keita is that player for Mali. 

Keita has spent the last few months of his career in the Far East playing for Dalian Aerbin. 

When the Chinese league came to a close, he phoned Tito Vilanova asking him for permission 

to train with his former club. Vilanova allowed it, which should see Keita head to South Africa 

fighting fit. 

SFG Predicts… 

Group exit 
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Niger 

 

Repúblique du Níger 
Demonym - Nigerien 
Capital - Niamey 
Largest city - Niamey 
Area - 1267000 km2 
Language - French 
Population - 15730754 
Ethnic Groups - Hausa (56%), Djerma-Songhai (22%) 
Motto - Fraternité, Travail, Progrés (Fraternity, Work, Progress) 
Religion - Islamic (90%) 
Currency - CFA Franc 
Borders - Nigeria, Benin, Burkina Faso, Mali, Algeria, Libya, Chad 

 

 

EUMOA Cup - 2010 (winners) 
CEDEAO Cup - 2007 (runners-up) 
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Squad 
Coach: Gernot Rohr (GER) 

Name Age Club Position 

Saminou Rabo 30 Sahel GK 

Kassaly Daouda 28 Chippa United (RSA) GK 

Moussa Alzouma 30 AS GNN GK 

Mohamed Chikoto 23 AS Marsa (TUN) CB 

Koffi Dan Kowa 23 Espérance (TUN) CB 

Kader Amadou 23 Olympic Niamey CB 

Ismaël Alassane 28 Al Sahel (KUW) RB/CB 

Mohamed Soumaila 18 Olympic Niamey LB 

Mohamed Bachar 20 AS Douane CB 

Kourouma 
Fatoukouma 

28 CR Al Hoceima (MOR) LB 

Luky James 20 AS Douane CB 

Issiaka Koudize 26 AS GNN CB 

Lassina Abdoul Karim 25 Coton Sport (CAM) CM/LB 

Idrissa Laouali 33 ASFAN CM 

Boubacar Garba 22 Club Africain (TUN) RW 

Souleymane Sacko 25 Mangasport (GAB) CM 

Boubacar Talatou 25 TRZ (RSA) OM 

Amadou Moutari 19 Le Mans B (FRA) CM 

Kamilou Daouda 25 JS Saoura (ALG) CF 

William N’Gounou 29 Limhann 07 (SWE) CF 

Alhassane Issoufou 32 Wydad Fez (MOR) CF/RF 

Moussa Maâzou 24 Étoile Sahel (TUN) CF/OM 

Modibo Sidibé 27 No club CF 
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Preview 

 
Niger’s Probable XI 

It used to be that Niger seldom made the news unless the geographically-challenged confused 

it for Nigeria, but their blossoming into Africa football’s elite is garnering them lucid attention. 

The Government of Niger famously introduced a tax on mobile phone usage to help pay for the 

team’s participation during their Cup of Nations debut last year. The Nigerien Government 

cited that participation in the tournament would cost them roughly £2.5m, and it simply 

couldn’t cope with the amount – not when it had other pressing matters to deal with, such as 

famine. 

If economic prosperity can tell you a lot about a country’s footballing fortunes, then Niger 

were poor in their debut appearance. They looked spent as they managed a solitary goal and 

whilst they didn’t lose by embarrassing margins, the scorelines didn’t depict the general 

direction of play during their matches. Nigeriens must have felt severely short-changed. 

This time around the Niger Football Association reportedly held a fundraising event on TV and 

managed to raise enough money. And that’s not the only laudable action the Niger FA have 

done. It’s seldom that African football associations get their managerial appointments correct, 

but their shrewd appointment of Gernot Rohr, who guided co-hosts Gabon to the 2012 Cup of 

Nations quarter-finals, was pluperfect.  Callously, the German coach was not offered a new 

contract by the Gabon FA, who laughably blamed him for his tactics in Gabon’s penalty kick 

elimination from the tournament. 
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Gabon’s loss has been Niger’s gain; Gabon failed to qualify after losing to Togo whilst Niger 

Rohred to a win over Guinea. Not many people expected to see Niger back, not least due to 

their poor performance but also given the haphazard way they made the 2012 tournament in 

the first place: South Africa’s misunderstanding of what they had to do to ensure qualification. 

But their play-off win over Guinea, who sport a phalanx of good attacking players, was 

admirable and the exact sort of giant-overthrowing that Rohr is earning a growing reputation 

of masterminding. 

No superstars 

It’s easy to see why Niger are unfancied. “We are a real team without any stars,” Rohr said in 

December. “All players have the same goal and objective and there are no big egos involved. 

The players are highly motivated and the fact that all of them are keen to play for a big club, 

preferably in Europe, acts as a further motivating factor.” 

Indeed, bar perhaps Moussa Maazou, who was devastating in the Belgian league circa 2009 for 

Lokeren, none of the players have made any sort of impact in Europe or even on a continental 

sphere at club level. Maazou is the shining light of this side and although he isn’t as fruitful as 

he should be at international level, he is the reference point for the team. Rohr will deploy his 

usual 4-5-1 system and look to get the ball to the wings as often as possible for swift attacks. 

 

The rugged Mohamed Chikoto at his very best. 

South Africa-based custodian Kassaly Daouda, aged 29, is experienced but the youthful alacrity 

and lack of know-how in the rest of his defensive force could spell the Menas’ demise. The 

young centre-backs Mohamed Chikoto and Koffi Dan Kowa play at a decent standard in 

Tunisia, the former is an intransigent by-any-means-necessary kamikaze defender. They were 

the defensive comrades last time around and although they displayed astounding naiveté, 

Chikoto put in a mightily impressive performance against Tunisia. Amadou Kader will probably 

start at right-back whilst eighteen-year-old Mohamed Sumaila, who understandably looked 

nervy in the last edition, returns. 

The composition of the midfield remains to be seen, but Issofou Boubacar Garba and Lassina 

Abdoul Karim should start; Garba will be on the left, Karim in central midfield. If he starts, 

William N’Gounou will be the most attacking of the midfielders and may even play a little 

closer to Maazou. 

 

 

 

http://sandalsforgoalposts.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/mohamedchikoto.jpg
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It’s hard to envisage Niger being anything but whipping boys of group B even though they have 

the right man at the helm. They should use this as another opportunity to improve their 

worldliness. There is a core of young players in the squad who should only continue to 

improve. The lack of resources at their disposal – they used an army plane to travel to the first 

leg of their play-off tie, with Rohr sitting next to the pilot – mixed with the unassuming club 

careers of the players makes returning to the Cup of Nationsat the first time of asking an 

achievement itself. 

Coach: Gernot Rohr 

The gentle German is much-loved by those that cover African football, giving a lot of time to 

the press and even going as far as taking players whom he feels haven’t received enough credit 

to press conferences. Rohr played 350 games for Bordeaux before managing them in three 

stints, leading the side that included Zinedine Zidane to the 1996 UEFA Cup final. 

Key man: Moussa Maazou 

The Etoile striker can enchant and infuriate but has the pace and hang-time in the air to 

dismantle the very best on his day. He finished as the 4th top scorer in the Belgian league in 

2008-2009 with 14 goals. He scored in both giant-killings of Egypt and South Africa, scoring the 

winner against the former. 

One to watch: Issoufou Boubacar Garba 

With his tireless running and flair down the flanks, Garba was unquestionably the best 

Nigerien performer last year. The Tunisian scouts must have been watching as Garba 

completed a move from Thai side FC Phucket to Tunisian giants Club Africain. 

SFG Predicts… 

Group stage exit. 
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Zambia 

 

Republic of Zambia 
Demonym - Zambian 
Capital - Lusaka 
Largest city - Lusaka 
Area - 752618 km2 
Population - 14309466 
Language - English, Bemba, Tonga, Lozi, Lunda, Luvale, Kaonde, Nyanja, Chewa 
Ethnic Groups - Bemba (22%), Tonga (11%), Lozi (5%), Nsenga (5%), others (57 %) 
Motto - One Zambia, One Nation 
Religion - Christian (87%) 
Currency - Zambian Kwacha 
Borders - Congo DR, Tanzania, Zimbabwe, 
Botswana, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, Angola 

 

 

 

AFCON - 2012 (winners), 1974, 1994 (runners-up) 
COSAFA Cup - 1997, 1998, 2006 (winners) 
CECAFA Cup - 1984, 1991, 2006 (winners) 
Most capped - Kalusha Bwalya (102) 
Biggest scorer - Godfrey Chitalu (74) 
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Squad 
Coach: Hervé Renard (FRA) 

Name Age Club Position 

Kennedy Mweene 28 Free State Stars (RSA) GK 

Joshua Titima 20 Power Dynamos GK 

Danny Munyao 25 Red Arrows GK 

Joseph Musonda 35 Golden Arrows (RSA) CB/RB/LB 

Stophira Sunzu 23 Reading (ENG) CB/CM 

Francis Kasonde 26 TP Mazembe (DRC) CB/RB 

Hijani Himoonde 27 TP Mazembe (DRC) CB 

Emmanuel Mbola 19 FC Porto B (POR) LB 

Davies Nkausu 27 SuperSport Utd (RSA) RB/LB 

Nathan Sinkala 21 TP Mazembe (DRC) CM 

Rainford Kalaba 26 TP Mazembe (DRC) CM 

Felix Katongo 28 Petro Atlético (ANG) OM 

Isaac Chansa 28 Henan Jianye (CHN) CM/RM/LM 

Noah Chivuta 29 Free State Stars (RSA) CM/CB 

William Njovu 25 Hap. Be’er Sheva (ISR) CM 

Jonas Sakuwaha 29 Al-Merreikh (SUD) RM/RF 

Chisamba Lungu 21 FC Ural (RUS) RW/RB 

Mukuka Mulenga 19 Power Dynamos CM 

Christopher Katongo 30 Henan Jianye (CHN) CF/RF 

James Chamanga 32 Dalian Shide (CHN) CF/RF 

Collins Mbesuma 28 Orlando Pirates (RSA) CF 

Emmanuel Mayuka 22 Southampton (ENG) CF/RF/LF 

Jacob Mulenga 28 Utrecht (NED) CF/RF 
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Preview 

 

Zambia’s Probable XI 

Zambia injected raison d’etre into a sorry world that views international football with 

increasing apathy when they won the Cup of Nations last year, and they’re now back to defend 

their title. 

Part of the joy for Zambians is that their photo-finish triumph didn’t come out of the blue. 

The Chipolopolo(the Copper-headed Bullets) had been running the marathon for six years 

thanks to the vision of the eminent Kalusha Bwalya; persisting with a studious group of players 

since the 2006 Cup of Nations, steadily improving tournament-by-tournament, and reaping the 

rewards for their prudent team-building when and where it mattered most – in Libreville, just 

miles away from where a plane full of the Zambian national team crashed into the sea in 1993, 

killing all aboard. Not even a revisionist could deny their happy ending. 
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And their rewards haven’t ceased there. Such is the experience omnipresent in the squad – the 

studious core are set to play in their fifth consecutive Cup of Nations, and only two of them are 

over 30 – that it’s difficult to completely dismiss them as one-hit wonders. For many of their 

players, playing at these tournaments is second nature. Even the youngest player in the squad, 

Porto’s 19-year-old left-back Emmanuel Mbola, who was in the 2010 Cup of Nations squad, is 

playing in his second tournament. Zambia aren’t prepared to slip away like a pop single on the 

radio just yet. 

Eighteen of the twenty-three that were part of the AFCON-winning squad return, and coach 

Herve Renard still deploys the same starting XI that started in last year’s AFCON final in a 4-4-2 

formation, morphing into a 4-2-4 when they spring into attack. As with last time around, it’s 

the protean quality in the starting XI that makes the Chipolopolo vehemently venomous. The 

flexibility of the Zambian players allows Renard to utilise myriad systems, coping with the 

different questions the opposition poses. 

Where art thou, Zambia? 

Results wise, Zambia’s results have lacked the conviction befitting of champions and have 

prompted the alarm bells to ring. Since last February, they have lost to Sudan (although it was 

overturned after Sudan were adjudged to have fielded an ineligible player), South Korea (jet 

lag was a mitigating circumstance, perhaps), Uganda, Saudi Arabia, Tanzania and Angola. It 

took penalties in their two-legged play-off qualifier against Uganda, a game in which they were 

thoroughly outplayed, to qualify. Interestingly, all of Zambia’s defeats have come when they 

have conceded first. All four of their wins have come with a slender single goal margin. 

 

Zambia’s starting XI 

Yet if teams are contemplating the scalp of beating the African champions they’ll still have to 

work very hard to earn their victory. The defence is not a problem. In goal, Kennedy Mweene 

remains and is still one of Africa’s better keepers, but his indulgence when it comes to joining 

in with the play can be fatal. Centre-back duo Stophira Sunzu and Hichani Himoonde have a 

superb understanding stemming from club level with TP Mazembe, while Davies Nkausu at 

right-back and the evergreen Joseph Musonda, the man who was carried onto the pitch by 

Renard, on the left are both unobtrusively reliable performers. The latter, who is 35, may see 

his place go to the youngster Mbola. 

http://sandalsforgoalposts.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/zambia.jpg
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It’s Zambia’s attacking game and approach play that may see the ‘Copper-headed Bullets’ alias 

give way to ‘Cotton-headed Bullets’. Midfielders Isaac Chansa and Nathan Sinkala are trustful 

foot soldiers, but they offer inadequate poise on the ball. For tactical experts, one of the 

remarkable statistics to emit from Zambia’s triumph was that they kept the lowest percentage 

of possession out of any side in the tournament. With Zambia no longer an unknown quantity, 

teams are likelier to play more cautiously against them and patience in possession could be 

crucial. 

Out wide, Chisamba Lungu and Rainford Kalaba will once against be using their flickering flair 

to open up defences. Fiery skipper Chris Katongo, the player of the tournament at the last Cup 

of Nations, can play on the wing but usually plays just behind Southampton’s Emmanuel 

Mayuka. Mayuka is talented striker but his poor work-rate results in him often being berated 

by Renard to get back onside or press the opposition, bad habits which were glaring in his only 

league start for Southampton this season. 

In ex-Pompey man Collins Mbesuma, however, they have a rejuvenated striker who is in 

insatiable form, a stark contrast to the sluggish striker at the last Cup of Nations. Added quality 

comes in the form of FC Utrecht striker Jacob Mulenga, who missed last year’s Cup of Nations 

through injury. 

Can Zambia retain their title? 

It’s a tough ask. Renard’s words after Zambia’s triumph last year couldn’t be resonating louder: 

“We were the best for one tournament but I’m really sure we are not the best team in Africa.” 

They certainly have a far trickier run to, say, the semi-finals this time around. It’d be silly to 

rule them out due to their experience but the attacking players need to knit all their work 

together in the tournament. 

Coach: Herve Renard 

 

Herve Renard sporting his lucky white shirt 

Renard’s first managerial post came at Cambridge United, where he was sacked after winning 

just four of 25 games. Assistant to Claude Le Roy during Ghana’s 2008 Cup of Nations 

campaign, Renard places a heavy emphasis on the fitness of his players, so much so that 

previous sides have impudently considered him a fitness coach rather than an outright football 

coach. Although popular with his players, he isn’t afraid of imposing some African-father style 

discipline to his players, even in public. 

 

 

 

http://sandalsforgoalposts.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/herverenard.jpg
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Key man: Rainford Kalaba 

Known as ‘The Master’ to his team-mates, the TP Mazembe winger is arguably the only 

Zambian attacking player capable of winning the game on his own. His slaloming runs through 

congested defences will be a much-needed catalyst for the Zambia attack. 

One to watch: Stophira Sunzu 

If Zambia are not firing on all cylinders, then Sunzu’s all-round defending could be crucial. The 

TP Mazembe centre back doesn’t only possess the ability to deliver grandiose performances, 

but also the ability to contagiously raise the performances of those around him in the process. 

SFG Predicts… 

Quarter-final exit 
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Nigeria 

 

Federal Republic of Nigeria 
Demonym - Nigerian 
Capital - Abuja 
Largest City - Lagos 
Area - 923768 km2 
Language - English, Hausa, Igbo, Yoruba 
Population - 170123000 
Religion - Islamic (50%), Christians (48%) 
Ethnic Groups - Hausa-Fulani (29%), Yoruba (21%), Igbo (18%) 
Motto - Unity and Faith, Peace and Progress 
Currency - Naira 
Borders - Benin, Chad, Cameroon, Niger 

 

 

 

AFCON - 1980, 1994 (winners) 
World Cup - 1994, 1998, 2002, 2010 (finals) 
Olympic Games - 1996 (winners) 
African Games - 1973, 2003 (winners) 
CEDEAO Cup - 1977, 1990 (winners) 
Most Capped - Joseph Yobo (88) 
Biggest scorer - Rashidi Yekini (37) 
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Squad 
Coach: Stephen Keshi 

Name Age Club Position 

Vincent Enyeama 30 Maccabi Tel-Aviv (ISR) GK 

Austin Ejide 28 Hap. Be’er Sheva (ISR) GK 

Chigozie Agbim 28 Enugu Rangers GK 

Joseph Yobo 32 Fenerbahçe (TUR) CB 

Elderson Echiéjilé 24 Braga (POR) LB/CB 

Efe Ambrose 24 Celtic (SCO) CB 

Azubuike Egwuekwe 24 Warri Wolves LB 

Godfrey Oboabona 22 Sunshine Stars CB/RB 

Juwon Oshaniwa 22 Ashdod (ISR) LB/CB 

Kenneth Omeruo 19 ADO Den Haag (NED) RB/CB 

John Obi Mikel 25 Chelsea (ENG) CM 

Ejike Uzoenyi 24 Enugu Rangers LW 

Reuben Gabriel 22 Kano Pillars CM 

Fegor Ogude 25 Vålerenga (NOR) CM/RM 

Sunday Mba 24 Enugu Rangers CM 

Nwankwo Obiorah 23 Bursaspor (TUR) CM 

Nosa Igiebor 22 Real Betis (SPA) OM 

Ogenyi Onazi 20 Lazio (ITA) CM 

Ikechukwu Uche 29 Villareal (SPA) CF/RF/LF 

Ahmed Musa 20 CSKA Moscow (RUS) RF/LF/CF 

Emmanuel Emenike 25 Spartak Mosc. (RUS) CF/RF 

Victor Moses 22 Chelsea (ENG) RF/LF/CF 

Brown Ideye 24 Dynamo Kyiv (UKR) CF/RF 
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Preview 

 

Nigeria’s Probable XI 

After disappointing third place finishes in 2002, 2004, 2006 and 2010 and reaching a nadir 

when failing to reach the 2012 edition, Nigeria return to the Cup of Nations with a mix of quiet 

optimism and a dilution of self-entitlement. Coach Steve Keshi, a stalwart in their late 

80s/early 90s heyday when they played with an irresistible fusion of brain and brawn, has 

reverted back to the foundations that saw the original ‘Green Eagles’ sobriquet give way to the 

‘Super Eagles’ when they started decimating all-comers. 

It’s nearly 20 years since Nigeria won the Cup of Nations. But after their consistent failures in 

the Cup of Nations and underwhelming performances in the World Cup, there has been a swift 

transformation in mantra. Indeed, Keshi is not doing what his predecessors have done: he is 

not relying entirely on household-name foreign-based players to win him games. Instead, he 

has constructed a squad which has a noticeable presence from the domestic league – six 

players – and then added a smattering of in-form foreign-based players, favouring a young 

generation with near unblemished footprints of Nigeria’s consistent failures. 
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His slight focus on domestic-based players begs the, albeit minor, question: is the standard of 

players plucked from the Nigerian league of adequate enough quality to meet the grandiose 

expectations of its fans? Put simply, no. The likes of Tunisia, Egypt and Zambia have, of course, 

provided the antidote to the Cameroon teams that triumphed in 2000 and 2002 with entirely 

European-based squads.  But Tunisia had well-rounded teams which regularly challenged in 

latter stages of African continental competitions; Egypt plucked the majority of their team 

from the all-conquering Al Ahly team of the 2000s and a very good Zamalek side; and Zambia 

had a core of individuals from TP Mazembe and a very well-run and strong South African 

league. 

Who’s who? 

As a by-product of Keshi’s methodology, even the most hardcore connoisseur of world football 

would be unable to recognise the majority of the names in the squad. The polarising figure 

that is John Obi Mikel is the most famous name and he plays in a similar role to the one he 

plays for Chelsea – he sits in front of the defence and leaves the creativity to others. Mikel is 

accompanied in midfield by the more creative Nosa Igiebor, whose intelligence and ability on 

the ball makes him a sure starter, and then one of Nwankwo Obiorah, Fengor Ogude or the 

highly-rated Ogenyi Onazi. 

Who will start as Nigeria’s number one remains a debate. The experienced Vincent Enyeama 

has been one of Nigeria’s reliable keepers in recent years but error-ridden performances, and 

his understudy Austin Ejide’s assured displays in recent friendlies against Venezuela and 

Catalonia, has led to calls for him to be dropped. The key component of the backline is captain 

Joseph Yobo, and he is partnered by the tenacious Celtic centre-back Efe Ambrose. 

Nigeria have a major migraine at right back. Godfrey Oboabona, a mature-head-on-young-

shoulders defender who is primarily a centre-back, will probably start there, and Ambrose has 

been played there. The only specialist right-back is Chelsea youngster Kenneth Omeruo but he 

only has one cap to his name. You could quip that Nigeria also lack a specialist left-back; after 

all, Elderson’s game is filled with positional errors. 

The front three give you what a stereotypical Nigerian strikeforce ought to give you: pace, 

penetration, power, trickery and goals. Emmanuel Emenike leads the line and will be 

supported from either side by Victor Moses and Ahmed Musa. If this front three click then the 

Super Eagles could go very far. With their second group match against Zambia most likely 

determining their fate and who, potentially, avoids the Ivory Coast, the front three will have to 

be on the top of their games to penetrate through an intransigent Zambian defence. Nigeria 

have further gusto in attack as they’re able to call on Villareal’s Ikechukwu Uche, who has 18 

goals in 40 games for the Super Eagles and is the most nimble and technically-gifted out of the 

strikers, and the powerfully-built Dinamo Kiev forward Brown Ideye. 
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Just happy to be here? 

Despite the humbling experience of missing last time out, the magnitude of the game in 

Nigeria means their fans are unlikely to be content with mere qualification. The reaction to 

yesterday’s bone-chilling 0-0 warm-up friendly against Cape Verde provided a microcosm of 

Nigerian fans’ aspirations. Aesthetically-pleasing, coherent football would be ideal and, more 

imperatively, results. They are in a group where they can make an impact considering the out-

of-sorts Zambia side, a Burkina Faso team which often flatters to deceive and an Ethiopia side 

which they should be able to beat. But one would have to favour the long-term experience of 

Zambia when it comes to getting their act together. Burkina Faso, for all their inconsistency, 

have more experience in their ranks. Ethiopia were minutes away from a famous win over the 

Super Eagles before Yobo salvaged a 2-2 draw during 2012 Cup of Nations qualifying. 

If they qualify, they will probably face Ivory Coast, Algeria or Tunisia – three of the most 

complete teams in the tournament. Enyeama, Yobo and Mikel are experienced names but will 

the supporting cast’s young shoulders dislocate under the weight of expectations? 

Coach: Stephen Keshi 

 

The Big Boss 

Known as ‘Big Boss’ during his playing days, he was the leader of a group of players who would 

influence the tactics and team selection in the Super Eagles set up in the 1980s and 1990s. He 

skippered Nigeria to the 1994 Cup of Nations triumph and came on as a substitute in the final 

when they won it for the first time in 1980. He is one of the few top African ex-footballers who 

has successfully made the transition into coaching. 

Key man: John Obi Mikel 

While his commitment to the cause been questioned in the past, the Chelsea defensive 

midfielder’s importance to the Super Eagles is unquestionable. Without him, the defence lacks 

the sufficient protection and the midfield looks ridiculously easy to bypass. 

One to watch: Nosa Igiebor 

Flair, appreciation of space and goals – just three of the virtues Igiebor brings to the table, but I 

could go on as he brings so much more. ‘All-action’ would be the best way to describe him, a 

Nigerian midfield lacks impetus without the Real Betis midfielder. 

SFG Predicts… 

Quarter-final exit. 

 

http://sandalsforgoalposts.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/stephenkeshi.jpg
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Ethiopia 

 

Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia 
Demonym - Ethiopian 
Capital - Addis Abeba 
Largest city - Addis Abeba 
Area - 1104300 km2 
Language - Amharic 
Population - 84320987 
Ethnic Groups - Oromo (35%), Amhara (27%), Somali (6%), Tigray (6%) 
Religion - Christianity (63%), Islamic (34%) 
Currency - Birr 
Borders - Eritrea, Djibouti, Somalia, Sudan, South Sudan, Kenya 

 

 

 

CAN - 1962 (winners) 
CECAFA Cup - 1987, 2001, 2004, 2005 (winners) 
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Squad 
Coach: Sewnet Bishau 

Name Age Club Position 

Sisay Bancha 23 Dedebit GK 

Jemal Tassew 23 Ethiopian Coffee GK 

Zerihun Tadele 19 Saint George GK 

Degu Debebe 28 Saint George CB 

Abebaw Butako 25 Saint George LB 

Aynalem Hailu 26 Dedebit CB 

Alula Girma 19 Saint George RB 

Birhanu Bogale 26 Dedebit LB 

Biadgelegn Elias 24 Saint George CB 

Siyoum Tesfaye 23 Dedebit CB 

Yared Zinabu 23 Saint George LW/CM 

Asrat Mergesa 25 EEPCO DM 

Minyahil Teshome 27 Dedebit CM 

Dawit Estifanos 24 Ethiopian Coffee CM 

Yussuf Saleh 28 Syrianska (SWE) LW 

Shimelis Bekele 23 Saint George OM 

Behailu Assefa 23 Awassa City CM 

Addis Hintsa 25 Dedebit CM 

Saladin Said 24 Wadi Degla (EGY) CF 

Getaneh Kebede 20 Dedebit CF 

Oumed Oukri 22 Saint George CF 

Fuad Ibrahim 21 Minn. Stars (USA) CF/LW/RW 

Adane Girma 27 Saint George CF 
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Preview 

 

Ethiopia’s Probable XI 

It always augments tournament aesthetic when a country’s mascot echoes playing style. 

Ethiopia are suitably dubbed the ‘Walya Antelopes’ after the walia ibex. The mascot is a 

tenacious goat whose reflexes facilitate sharp turns as the ibex stumbles along the rocky 

terrains of Ethiopian highlands. The same paradoxically clumsy yet sure-footed approach is 

what Sewnat Bishaw’s men import onto the football pitch. On one hoof, their disorganization 

and gung-ho demeanour open porous avenues that team rush to exploit. But on the other, 

Ethiopia  find themselves just as capable of counter-attacking play, engaging their physical 

qualities to pose serious threats to the lackadaisical. If you look closely, the Walya Antelope 

even sports the same patchy goatee sometimes found on striker Adane Girma. 
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Ethiopia come to South Africa in hopes of reviving former glory. The 1962 continental 

champions will have to undergo a reconnaissance of sorts, as it will have been their first major 

tournament in 31 years. Nevertheless, the East Africans will clutch on to hushed optimism. The 

devilish winds of momentum blow at their backs as they have nicked encouraging results in 

qualification matches. To have earned their ticket for this winter’s Cup of Nations, Ethiopia had 

to shore up a 5-3 first-leg deficit against Sudan.  You could almost taste the anticipation in the 

thin air of Addis Ababa as Bishaw’s men unleashed a barrage of threatening attacks which – 

some swear – made Sudan goalkeeper Abdulatif Boy’s net clench in fear. The breakthrough 

finally arrived in the 61st minute, as the aforementioned Adane Girma hit the net. Talismanic 

striker Saladin Said quickly followed with a goal of his own, sending the congested stadium into 

ecstasy. The Ethiopians did varying versions of the Poznan and made full of use of their vocal 

chords as livestock all over the country quivered in their pens, fearing imminent celebrations. 

Ethiopia are even exceeding expectations on the tricky road to Brazil. The Walya Antelopes 

have amassed four out of a possible six points by drawing against Bafana Bafana and beating 

an in-form Central African Republic. Central to their success is a resolute spine. It starts at the 

foot of the formation with their centre-back, and captain, Degu Debebe. Debebe stands at a 

short 1.83m, but is technically accomplished, which permits him licence on the ball. Shielding 

Debebe is Addis Hintsa. We’re massive fans of his seemingly languid stride, as he makes use of 

both feet to spray long and short passes around the pitch. The cervical vertebra of the 

Ethiopian spine consists of the Said-Girma partnership. The duo have tag-teamed to score five 

of Ethiopia’s last seven goals, and are a guaranteed handful for opposition centre-halves. 

Coach: Sewnat Bishaw 

Nothing but respect will be the sentiment towards coach Sewnat Bishaw irrespective of how 

Ethiopia fare in South Africa. Bishaw had shattered the curse which plagued Africa’s second-

highest populated country for more than 30 years. The experienced coach is enjoying his 

second spell at the helm and he’ll be looking to extract the maximum from his squad come the 

21st. 

 

Leading scorer Said 

Key Man: Saladin Said 

Ethiopia’s target man is one of the few who makes his living in a foreign league, and it shows. 

Said, who earns his wage at Wadi Degla (Egypt), will be one of the better unknown players 

featured in the Cup of Nations. Look for him to use his pace and poacher’s instinct as he gets 

behind strikers and knocks a few in. 
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One to Watch: Degu Debebe 

‘Degy’ – as his shirt will carry in the Cup of Nations, is definitely an eye-catcher. Debebe isn’t 

the tallest or strongest defender, but his years of experience compensate. The skipper does 

need to be wary of his positioning, but he is particularly strong in the tackle, and enjoys 

possession when on the ball. Tanzanian striker, Mbwana Samatta, who promised goals in a 

friendly encounter vs Ethiopia, said of Debebe: ‘There was a defender like John Terry. So 

tough’. Make of that what you will. 

SFG Predicts… 

Group exit. 
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Burkina Faso 

 

Burkina Faso 
Demonym - Burkinabé 
Capital - Ouagadougou 
Largest city - Ouagadougou 
Area - 2740200 km2 
Population - 15730977 
Language - French, Mòoré, Mandinka, Bambara 
Ethnic Groups - Mossi (48%), Fulani (10%), Lobi (7%), Bobo (7%), Mandé (7%) 
Motto - Unité, Progrès, Justice (Unity, Progress, Justice) 
Religion - Islamic (61%), Christian (23%) 
Currency - CFA Franc 
Borders - Benin, Mali, Níger, Cote d’Ivoire, Togo, Ghana 

 

 

 

 

AFCON - fourth in 1998 
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Squad 
Coach: Paul Put (BEL)   

Name Age Club Position 

Abdoulaye Soulama 33 Asante Kotoko (GHA) GK 

Daouda Diakité 29 Lierse (BEL) GK 

Germain Sanou 20 Saint-Etienne (FRA) GK 

Saïdou 
Panandétiguiri 

28 Royal Antwerp (BEL) RB/LB 

Paul Koulibaly 26 Din. Bucaresti (ROU) LB/CB 

Bakary Koné 24 Lyon (FRA) CB 

Henri Traoré 29 Ashanti Gold (GHA) CB 

Mohamed Koffi 26 Petrojet (EGY) DM\CM 

Charles Kaboré 24 Marseille (FRA) CM 

Jonathan Pitroipa 26 Stade Rennes (FRA) LW/RW 

Florent Rouamba 26 Sheriff (MDA) CM 

Wilfried Sanou 28 Kyoto Sanga (JPN) LW/LF 

Benjamin Balima 27 Sheriff (MDA) OM 

Abdou Razack Traoré 24 Gaziantepspor (TUR) OM 

Djakaridja Koné 26 Évian TG (FRA) CM/CB 

Ali Rabo 26 El-Shorta (EGY) CM 

Issouf Ouattara 24 Chernomorets (BUL) CF/RF/LF 

Prejuce Nakoulma 25 Gornik Zabrze (POL) LF/RF 

Alain Traoré 24 Lorient (FRA) OM/LW 

Moumouni Dagano 32 Al-Sailiya (QAT) CF 

Aristide Bancé 28 Augsburg (GER) CF 

Pan Pierre Koulibaly 26 Al-Dhaid (UAE) CF 

Hugues-Wilfried Dah 26 Al-Dhaid (UAE) CF 
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Preview 

 

Burkina Faso’s Probable XI 

It’s convenient Burkina Faso are nicknamed ‘The Stallions’, as they are Africa’s perennial dark 

horses.  It’s quite the enigmatic title to carry, as pundits paradoxically admit a team’s 

weakness, yet still expect them to do surprisingly well. But no one can be surprised by the 

Burkinabes any longer. Leading their line is an African legend: captain Moumouni Dagano. 

Supporting the gangly striker is the gifted trident of Alain Traore, Jonathan Pitroipa and Abdou 

Razack Traore. The Traores are in scintillating club form; both Alain and Abdou Razack have 

notched a goal or assist in each of their respective league games. Pitroipa himself needs no 

introduction. The awkward winger makes use of his accumulated Bundesliga and Ligue 1 

experience to effortlessly glide past fullbacks and orchestrate scoring opportunities. 

Charles Kabore, who nestles into the Burkinabe midsection, is a player who excels in his 

national outfit. At Marseille, Kabore is a good player. Full stop. For Les Etalons, Kabore 

dominates. He evolves into a merciless ball-winner who, in a setting of bumpy pitches and 

wayward shots, plays conspicuously accurate passes. Coupling Kabore is the robust Rouamba 

or raw Djakaridja Kone- both valued for their work ethic and defensive contribution. 
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With that amalgamation of power and skill, it’s no wonder Burkina Faso had been tagged the 

‘dark horse’ of previous tournaments. 2010’s horrific incident in Cabinda reduced the number 

of teams in Group B to three. Burkina Faso’s opponents? Ghana and Cote d’Ivoire. Les 

Etalons encountered Les Elephants once again in 2012, but their other opponents were the 

seemingly beatable Sudan and Angola. The Burkinabes lost three successive matches, a feat 

that only Botswana and Niger couldn’t better. 

Change in Administration 

Proceeding their catastrophic showing, manager Paolo Duarte was sacked. The Burkinabe FA 

perused the market for a defensive specialist. In West Africa they found Belgian enforcer Paul 

Put. Put had a stellar record with the Scorpions of Gambia, profiting from their youth 

development to assemble a sharp squad who tested the best Africa had to offer. 

Hitherto, it’s proven an inspired appointment. Put’s men have conceded an anemic 3 goals in 

his 8 matches in charge. The Belgian employs a conservative 4-3-3 which forces Kabore a little 

further back than he would like. The inspired form of Lyon defender Bakary Kone has been the 

cornerstone of their defensive renaissance. A no-nonsense approach from defense may inhibit 

puritan construction of attacks, but it ensures they no longer leak goals. 

With a resolute defense, powerful midfield and skilled attackers, Burkina Faso will be the 

sensationalist’s stereotypical African side. And all the ingredients point to them fulfilling their 

potential this time around. 

Coach: Paul Put 

Can he be the coach to finally strike a right balance for Burkina Faso? It certainly seems so, but 

if there’s one thing this national team’s previous performances showed, it’s that you can never 

really know. 
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Dagano ready to upset 

Key Player: Moumouni Dagano 

Dagano is one of handful of players who will be key for Burkina Faso. We could have selected 

Bakary Kone in defense, Charles Kabore in midfield, or even Jonathan Pitroipa on the flanks. 

The truth is that Paul Put will all of his players firing on all cylinders if they’re to trounce 

defending champions Zambia, or youthful Nigeria. 

One to watch: Alain Traore 

What makes Traore an appealing choice is that he’s capable of the absolutely spectacular. 

Strikes from different timezones have a habit of going in for the Lorient man. If he finds form, 

he has the potential to be one of the players of the tournament. 

SFG Predicts… 

Group exit 
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Ivory Coast 

 

Repúblique de Côte d’Ivoire 
Demonym - Ivorian 
Capital - Yamoussoukro 
Largest city - Abidjan 
Area - 322460 km2 
Language - French 
Population - 20617068 
Religion - Islamic and Christian (37,5%) 
Ethnic Groups - Akan (42%), Gur (18%), Northern Mandé (17%) 
Motto - Union, Discipline, Travail (Union, Discipline, Work) 
Currency - CFA Franc 
Borders - Liberia, Mali, Guinea, Burkina-Faso, Ghana 

 

 

 

CAN - 1992 (winners) 
CEDEAO Cup - 1983, 1987, 1991 (winners) 
World Cup finals - 2006, 2010 
Toulon Youth Festival - 2010 (winners) 
Most capped -Didier Zokora (105) 
Biggest scorer - Didier Drogba (59) 
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Squad 
Coach: Sabri Lamouchi (FRA) 

Name Age  Club Position 

Boubacar Barry 33 Lokeren (BEL) GK 

Daniel Yeboah 28 Dijon (FRA) GK 

Badra Ali Sangaré 26 Ivoire Academie GK 

Kolo Touré 31 Man. City (ENG) CB/RB/LB 

Siaka Tiéné 30 Paris SG (FRA) LB/LM 

Emmanuel Eboué 29 Galatasaray (TUR) RB/RM 

Arthur Boka 29 Stuttgart (GER) LB/LM 

Sol Bamba 28 Trabzonspor (TUR) CB 

Igor Lolo 30 Kuban (RUS) RB/CB 

Ismaël Traoré 26 Stade Brest (FRA) CB/RB 

Didier Zokora 32 Trabzonspor (TUR) CM/CB 

Yaya Touré 29 Man. City (ENG) CM 

Romaric 29 Zaragoza (SPA) CM 

Cheick Tioté 26 Newcastle (ENG) CM 

Abdul Razak 20 Man. City (ENG) CM/RM 

Max Gradel 25 Saint-Etienne (FRA) LF/RF/CF 

Didier Drogba 34 Shanghai Shenhua 
(CHN) 

CF 

Didier Ya Konan 28 Hannover 96 (GER) CF/RF 

Salomon Kalou 27 Lille (FRA) RF/LF 

Gervinho 25 Arsenal (ENG) RF/LF/CF 

Arouna Koné 29 Wigan (ENG) CF/RF 

Wilfried Bony 24 Vitesse (NED) CF 

Lacina Traoré 22 Anzhi (RUS) CF 
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Preview 

 

Ivory Coast’s Probable XI 

“I have always tried to live in an ivory tower, but a tide of shit is beating its walls, threatening 

to undermine,” wrote French writer Gustave Flaubert in one his famous exchanges with 

Russian writer Ivan Turgenev. By that token, this Ivory Coast team are so gifted that they 

require their own ivory tower, yet there has been a conveyor belt of teams with luck and 

goodwill behind them to undermine their thirst for success, or even just relative success. 

Les Elephants haven’t resorted to writing letters to their counterparts just yet, but it’d be 

understandable if they did. At World Cups, Ivory Coast have twice been cruelly placed in 

Groups of Deaths; at Cups of Nations, luck has been repeatedly against them. In 2006, for 

instance, they reached the final, but then faced hosts Egypt in front of an exultant Cairo crowd. 

In 2008, they met an Egypt team which produced the chef d’oeuvre of their hegemony to beat 

them 4-1 in the semi-final. In 2010, they went 2-1 up in the 89th minute of a quarter-final they 

had dominated against Algeria, conceded in injury time and then conceded early in extra-time 

to eventually bow out. And in last year’s Cup of Nations final, they met a driven Zambia side 

with a tale behind them that the whole football world wanted to embrace. 
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There has been a polar variation in methodology amidst their search for success. While they 

were playing fluid football from 2006 and 2010, and were coached by ex-pats, they adopted a 

regressive approach under the indigenous Francois Zahoui in the last edition. Consequently, 

they didn’t concede a single goal in the tournament and never looked like at any point. But this 

closed-all-hours policy ultimately led to their downfall and Zahoui was sacked. 

Sabri who? 

The mystifying appointment of Sabri Lamouchi, who has no previous coaching experience, has 

seen a renaissance of the hakuna matata football that made them the neutral’s favourites. Yet 

this fluid approach has left Les Elephants more exposed – Lamouchi branded his defenders 

‘retarded’ after their friendly against Austria in November, despite winning the game 3-0. 

 

Can the golden generation finally come good? 

Kolo Toure is still a good defender but his partner Sol Bamba has never been entirely 

convincing, and Jean Jacques Gosso’s defensive combativeness from right-back that we all 

came to love at the last year, has been sacrificed for the incessant sojourns of Emmanuel 

Eboue, who we also all love anyway, into opposition territory. Boubacar Barry is seen as the 

weakest link but that is particularly harsh on the Tupac doppleganger, for he is arguably the 

best African goalkeeper. Still, even with the jitters in this defence you’d be hard pressed to find 

a defence with a better understanding of each other’s games, which they showcased in times 

of uncertainty in the play-off versus Senegal. 

Equally, you’d be hard pressed to find a better midfield machine in the tournament. Under the 

tutelage of Lamouchi, the carte blanche to drive forward has been granted to Yaya Toure, 

while his brothers in arms, Didier Zokora and Cheick Tiote, offer a combination of simplicity, 

thuggery and protection through the core that only Ghana can rival. Good luck getting through 

that lot with vuvuzelas fizzing through your ear canals and a layer of perspiration is atop your 

skin. 

 

http://sandalsforgoalposts.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/ivorycoast.jpg
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Up front, Didier Drogba leads the line as the lone striker in a role that is reminiscent of that he 

played at Chelsea.  Gervinho switches between enchanting and infuriating on the left flank but 

does occasionally produce a belter in this somewhat less demanding atmosphere. Even if 

Gervinho decides to become a dud there shouldn’t be a problem; after all, the emergence of 

Max Gradel on the right wing since the turn of the year has given Les Elephants another jewel 

in the crown. The AS Saint Etienne winger has rendered Salomon Kalou to the bench after a 

string of impressive performances in the last Cup of Nations and the friendlies thereafter. 

The grandeur of the Ivory Coast transcends the first XI. Such is their strength in depth that they 

afforded to leave out Drogba, Yaya Toure, Zokora and a few others and still managed to 

trounce Austria – a respectable European side – 3-0 on their own patch. With the likes of 

Seydou Doumbia, Abdul-Kader Keita and Jean-Jacques Gosso left out, make no mistake about 

it: every single player in this squad has earned their place. 

Can they finally win it? 

The Ivory Coast have almost everything they need to win – experience, depth to cope with 

injuries to key players and/or change games, creativity, goals, an incredibly tight-knit squad, 

and come into the tournament on an impressive 24-match unbeaten run that stretches back 

from November 2010. Out of all the sides in the competition, then, they have the least 

questions next to their name. The key, as ever, is whether they can overcome that 

asphyxiating final hurdle. 

Coach: Sabri Lamouchi 

Once a dynamic midfielder for Parma in Italy, Lamouchi, who is of Tunisian descent, won 12 

caps for France. The 41-year-old was in the squad that reached the semi-finals of Euro ’96 and 

won Ligue 1 with both Auxerre and Monaco. 

Key player: Didier Drogba 

It’s an obvious choice, but the ex-Chelsea striker’s big-game bravura, completeness and 

leadership skills are crucial. Ivory Coast may have a phalanx of good and very good forwards on 

the bench, but their 4-3-3 system is tailored to Drogba and no other striker has shown they 

have the all-round attributes to replace him. 

One to watch: Wilfried Bony 

With Ivory Coast’s formation only suited to a single striker, and with Drogba hogging that role, 

we may not see much of the Bony but he usually makes an impact from the bench. 

Unorthodox in the way that he fuses his top-heaviness with great acceleration over short 

distances, ‘Daddy Cool’, as he’s affectionately known by the Vitesse Arnhem faithful, is the 

latest Dutch Eredivisie goal machine with 16 goals in 18 matches. 

SFG Predicts… 

Winners. 
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Algeria 

 

Democratic and Popular Republic of Algeria 
Demonym -Algerian 
Capital - Algiers 
Largest city - Algiers 
Area - 2381741 km2 
Language - Arabic 
Population - 37100000 
Ethnic Groups - Arab-Berbere (98%) 
Motto - By the People and for the People 
Religion - Islamic (99%) 
Currency - Algerian dinar 
Borders - Tunisia, Morocco, Libya, Western Sahara, Mauritania, Mali, Niger 

 

 

AFCON - 1990 (winners) 
World Cup finals - 1982, 1986, 2010 
Olympic Games finals - 1980 
All-Africa Games - 1978 (winners) 
Afro-Asian Cup of Nations - 1991 (winners) 
Mediterranian Games - 1975 (winners) 
Most capped - Lakhdar Belloumi (100) 
Biggest scorer - Abdelhafid Tasfaout (34) 
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Squad 
Coach: Vahid Halilhodzic (BOS) 

Name Age Club Position 

Raïs M'Bolhi 26 Krylia Sovetov (RUS) GK 

Azzedine Doukha 26 USM El Harrach GK 

Cédric Si Mohamed 28 JSM Béjaïa GK 

Rafik Halliche 26 Académica (POR) CB 

Djamel Mesbah 28 AC Milan (ITA) LB/LM 

Carl Medjani 27 AC Ajaccio (FRA) CB/CM 

Essaïd Belkalem 24 JS Kabylie CB/LB 

Liassine Cadamuro 24 Real Sociedad (SPA) CB/RB/LB 

Faouzi Ghoulam 21 Saint-Etienne (FRA) LB/CB 

Ali Rial 32 JS Kabylie CB 

Khaled Lemmouchia 31 Club Africain (TUN) CM 

Yacine Bezzaz 31 CS Constantine LM/RM 

Hameur Bouazza 27 Rac. Santander (SPA) LW/RW 

Mehdi Lacen 28 Getafe (SPA) CM 

Adlène Guedioura  27 N. Forest (ENG) CM/CB 

Foued Kadir 29 Marseille (FRA) OM 

Ryad Boudebouz 22 Sochaux (FRA) RW/LW/OM 

Mehdi Mostefa 29 AC Ajaccio (FRA) CM/LB 

Sofiane Feghouli 23 Valencia (SPA) RW/LW/OM 

Saad Tedjar 27 USM Alger CM/RM/LM 

El Arbi Soudani 25 V. Guimarães (POR) CF 

Islam Slimani 24 CR Belouizdad CF 

Mohamed Aoudia 25 ES Sétif CF 
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Preview 

 

Algeria’s Probable XI 

As Hamlet played the part, and spun folly, Polonius finally acknowledged that there was indeed 

method to his madness. This last year of observing Vahid Halilhodzic as caretaker of the 

Algerian national team has seen me sympathize with Ophelia’s father. I have inspected the 

Bosnian’s work and yet all he seemed to produce were arbitrary spells of entropy, lacking any 

real order or logical conclusion. But I find that one does his best thinking in the shower – an 

assertion Archimedes will reinforce. So as I recoiled from the first jettisons of icy water (old 

water heater), my Eureka moment came. To the benefit of my picket-fence neighbours, I didn’t 

run naked in the streets announcing my discovery. Instead, my laptop’s chiclet keys endured 

brunt of my excitement which I now share with you. 
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Clearing Out the General 

In France, Coach Vahid is known to be of the eccentric variety. His reputation stems from 

erratic absolutist tendencies. Like most great coaches, Vahid wants demands the prerogative 

of overseeing all aspects of his operation. Vahid wants to be pilot, co-pilot and air control. His 

players, like passengers, should have no say on how the plane is flown, or which route is taken. 

To assume a monopoly, Halilhodzic needed to shock the nation. It was, then, fitting that 

Vahid’s first line of action was dropping Algeria’s general (no, not Toufik): Karim Ziani. 

Throughout his career, the pixie-sized magician, whose mother is French, had always put 

Algeria first. He put it on himself to spearhead a golden generation of stars who put Algeria 

back on the map – and the nation still adores him because of it. Ziani and his troupe became 

legitimate national heroes and had attained near-invincible status. Removing Ziani was, 

therefore, more symbolic than tactical. Exiling Ziani was Vahid’s way of sending a message of 

intent. He was the undisputed leader of this new national team and there were no favourites, 

only pawns executing his gameplan. 

Out With the Old, In With the New 

Other pillars of the previous golden generation quickly followed Ziani out the door. Karim 

Matmour, Nadir Belhadj and Anthar Yahia retired from international football. Others like 

Mourad Meghni, Djamel Abdoun, and Kader Ghezzal were simply shut out. 

With the old guard left behind, Vahid called up Sofiane Feghouli, who has since been in 

magnificent form for club and country. Carl Medjani, Djamel Mesbah, Hilel Soudani, Islam 

Slimani and Adlene Guedioura are players that grew into the new-look squad and became 

essential cogs for Coach Vahid’s Algerian machine. 

 

Coach Vahid’s new look 

The goldenboys were not the only thing Vahid rid the team of. Gone were the antics of 

defending a deep line and relying on set-pieces for three points. Algeria implemented an 

exciting new approach which entailed high pressing, quick tempo and fluid interplay among 

midfielders. The results were instantaneous as Algeria easily qualified for the 2013 AFCON; 

brushing aside tricky Gambia and coolly executing against fiery North African neighbours Libya. 
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Coach: Vahid Halilhodzic 

A tough, tow-headed and controlling tactician. He is always on edge and clings to manic 

paranoia about the press and his players. Yet there seems to be some method to his madness 

as he has been invariably successful wherever his ventures land him. 

Look Out For: El Arbi Hilel Soudani 

Soudani has really come into his own under Vahid Halilhodzic. The Vitoria Guimarães striker 

sports a scintillating scoring record under the Bosnian: six goals in seven games. Soudani starts 

on the left wing of a 4-3-3. From the perimeter Soudani utilizes his power and remarkable 

leaping ability to capitalize on the mismatch against smaller fullbacks to score at the far post. 

Feghouli and Kadir are usually whipping in delightfully tempting crosses. 

Key Player: Sofiane Feghouli 

Since his initial call-up in early 2012, Sofiane Feghouli has blossomed into one of the Africa’s 

most exciting players. Feghouli accurately exemplifies the fine details of Vahid Halilhodzic’s 

philosophy. He executes defensive responsibilities but manages to create a vast number 

of goals and assists. 

SFG Predicts… 

Semi-Finalists. 
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Tunisia 

 

Repúblique Tunisienne 
Demonym - Tunisian 
Capital - Tunis 
Largest city - Tunes 
Area - 163610 km2 
Language - Arabic 
Population - 11245284 
Ethnic Groups - Arab-Berbere (98%) 
Motto - Hurriyyah, Nizãm, ‘Adãlah (Liberty, Order, Justice) 
Religion - Islamic (98%) 
Currency - Tunisian Dinar 
Borders - Algeria, Libya 

 

 

 

AFCON - 2004 (winners) 
Arab Nations Cup - 1963 (winners) 
CHAN Cup - 2011 (winners) 
World Cup finals - 1978, 1998, 2002, 2006 
Olympic Games finals - 1960, 1988, 1996, 2004 
Most capped - Sadok Sassi ‘Attouga’ (110) 
Biggest scorer - Issam Jemaa (31) 
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Squad 
Coach: Sami Trabelsi 

Name Age Club Position 

Aymen Mathlouthi 28 Étoile du Sahel GK 

Moez Ben Cherifa 21 Espérance GK 

Farouk Ben 
Mustapha 

23 CA Bizertin GK 

Anis Boussaïdi 31 SC Tavriya (UKR) RB/RM 

Aymen Abdennour 23 Toulouse (FRA) CB/LB 

Bilel Ifa 22 Club Africain CB/RB 

Khalil Chammam 25 Espérance LB 

Walid Hichri 26 Espérance CB 

Fatah Gharbi 29 CS Sfaxien LB/CB 

Chamseddine 
Dhaouadi 

26 Étoile du Sahel CB/RB/LB 

Oussama Darragi 25 Sion (SWI) OM 

Medji Traoui 29 Espérance CM 

Wissem Ben Yahia 28 Mersin İY (TUR) CM/RM 

Chadi Hammami 26 Kuwait SC (KUW) CM/RB 

Youssef Msakni 22 Lekhwiya (QAT) OM 

Khaled Mouelhi 31 Espérance CM/RB/RM 

Hatten Baratli 31 Club Africain CM 

Wahbi Khazri 21 Bastia (FRA) OM 

Issam Jemâa 28 Kuwait SC (KUW) CF/LF 

Zouheir Dhaouadi 25 Club Africain LW/RW 

Saber Khelifa 26 Évian TG (FRA) CF/LF 

Hamdi Harbaoui 28 Lokeren CF 

Fakhreddine Ben 
Youssef 

21 CS Sfaxien CF 
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Preview 

 

Tunisia’s Probable XI 

Far away from the luxurious resorts which kiss Tunisia’s Mediterranean shore, the humble 

youth of Tabarka gather in the city centre on a hot summer night. The youngest children run, 

laugh, then cry. Elder gentlemen stroll idly, wrestling with relevant issues of the day. 

Somewhere in the distance a Bob Marley cassette lazily rolled on. But in the middle of the city 

lay a weathered tennis court. In it, thirty or so of the city’s finest footballers had assembled for 

a nightly match. 

I had previously attended European, African and American football matches of the highest 

calibre, but I am yet to witness better football then on that warm night in Tabarka. It would be 

useless extolling the skill, technique, or tempo of the match, for words would not do it justice. 

But it was clear that football ran through the very veins of the Tunisian people. 

Watching the Tunisian national team is similar to watching a pick-up match in Tabarka. One is 

to see clever interplay, flashy skill, close control and masterful technique. One would also most 

probably see porous defending, shambolic keeping and tactical indiscipline. 

Notwithstanding their defensive woes, Tunisia remain highly entertaining. One would do well 

to follow the Carthage Eagles during their Cup of Nations campaign. 
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Disappointing 2012 

Tunisia’s trip to Gabon/Equatorial Guinea was quite predictable. The North Africans began 

well, decisively defeating their Maghreb rivals Morocco. Tunisia then skipped past decrepit 

Niger and went on to face hosts Gabon. That final group match was quintessentially Tunisian. 

In the opening 20 minutes, the Gabonese hosts could barely hold the ball. The Carthage Eagles 

were all over their opponents, prompting the enthusiastic Arabic commentator to make an 

ambitious and entirely predictable Barca comparison. But Didier Ovono sealed all roads to the 

Gabonese goal which led to the inevitable. In the 61st minute Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang 

found space and fired in a tame shot at keeper Rami Jeridi who somehow let the ball lazily 

bounce over his feet. Tunisia lost first place and went on to face Ghana where yet another 

goalkeeping blunder forced a deflating exit in the quarter-finals. 

Coach: Sami Trabelsi 

A household name in Tunisian football, the former defender accumulated an impressive 52 

caps for the North African outfit. To qualify for South Africa, Trabelsi narrowly led his men past 

tricky Sierra Leone, advancing on the away goals rule. Yet his biggest exploit is expanding the 

number of players he can operate with. Trabelsi successfully integrated the likes of Dhaouadi, 

Ben-Hatira and Harbaoui who all play big roles in the current squad. 

Key man: Aymen Abdennour 

With partner Karim Haggui no longer in the picture, Abdennour will have to carry the Tunisian 

defense on his own. Abdennour is a powerful centre-back who uses his pace and strength to 

shackle defenders. Arsenal and Werder Bremen are said to have scouted him recently. 

 

Youssef Msakni 

One to watch: Youssef Msakni 

2012 was Msakni’s breakthrough year on the international stage. The young attacking 

midfielder was particularly impressive in the African Cup of Nations. He can play on either 

wing, or in the centre of the pitch. He fits the typical Tunisian profile; he has a great bag of 

tricks and is always looking to attack. His potential drew interest from the biggest of European 

clubs, but he, somewhat disappointingly, decided to pledge his future to Lekhwiya SC in Qatar. 

This tournament will be his last chance to impress on the continent before his Asian adventure 

begins. Count on him to deliver. 

SFG Predicts 

Group exit. 
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Togo 

 

 

Repúblique Togolaise 
Demonym - Togolese 
Capital - Lomé 
Larges city - Lomé 
Area - 56785 km2 
Language - French 
Population - 6619000 
Religion - African Indigenous (51%) 
Ethnic Groups - Ewe (32%), Kabye (22%), Ouatchis (14%), Tchamba 
Motto - Tavrail, Liberté, Patrie (Work, Freedom, Homeland) 
Currency - CFA Franc 
Borders - Ghana, Benin, Burkina Faso 

 

 

 

World Cup finals - 2006 
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Squad 
Coach: Didier Six (FRA) 

Name Age Club Position 

Mawugbé Atsou 26 Maranatha GK 

Kossi Agassa 34 Stade Reims (FRA) GK 

Baba Tchagouni 22 Dijon (FRA) GK 

Daré Nibombé 32 Boussu Dour (BEL) CB 

Serge Akakpo 25 MSK Zilina (SVK) CB/RB 

Abdoul-Gafar Mamah 27 Dacia Chisinau (MDA) LB/RB/CB 

Vincent Bossou 26 Becamex Binh Duong 
(VIE) 

CB 

Sadat Ouro-Akoriko 24 Free State Stars (RSA) CB 

Kokou Donou 21 Maranatha CB 

Dakonam Djene 21 Cotonsport (CMR) CB/RB/CM 

Dové Womé 21 Free State Stars (RSA) CM 

Moustapha Salifou 29 No club OM 

Floyd Ayité 24 Stade Reims (FRA) OM/RW/LW 

Sapol Mani 21 CA Batna (ALG) OM 

Prince Segbefia 21 Auxerre (FRA) CM/RM 

Alaixys Romao 29 Lorient (FRA) CM 

Kodjo Amétépé 22 Maranatha RM/LM/CM 

Komlan Awemou 29 Nimes (FRA) CM/RM/LB 

Emmanuel Adebayor 28 Tottenham (ENG) CF 

Jonathan Ayité 27 Stade Brest (FRA) CF/RF/LF 

Serge Gakpé 25 Nantes (FRA) CF/RF/LF 

Mèmè Placca Fessou 18 OC Agaza CF 

Kalen Damessi 22 Lille (FRA) CF 
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Preview 

 

Togo’s Probable XI 

In the last few months, misfortune reared up and bit Didier Six right on his backside. Not only 

were his side dealt the group of death, but he had to manage the lead-up to the Cup of 

Nations without three of his best players. Alaixys Romao and Kossi Agassa threatened to follow 

Emmanuel Adebayor into international retirement after financial disputes with the Togolese 

FA forced the former Arsenal man to hang his international boots. A fortnight after a 1-0 win in 

Casablanca, Adebayor accused his national FA of corruption as he and his team-mates had not 

been paid their dues. Adebayor said: 

‘I asked the Moroccan Federation how much they paid our Togolese FA. They told me that they 

paid €35,000 to President Ameyi. 

”The president has the money because the Moroccan FA will not lie to me. If this continues, 

then no one will play for others to fill their pockets.’ 

Though it may seem a petty squabble, the lanky striker might be basing his complaint on more 

than mere cash. According to our non-official calculations, Adebayor would have pocketed a 

feeble 1,500 Euros from Togo’s 1-0 win in Morocco; a hundredth of what he earned in a week 

at Eastlands. What really irritated Ade was the corruption and incompetence of his country’s 

federation and it was the nation itself that was paying for it. 
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Adebayor went so far as to claim that his team-mates had asked him for money: 

‘Some players have not received their money, some have received half of it. Players come to 

me to ask about their money. It is a shame. ’You can imagine the disruption and negative vibes 

such a conversation would incur. 

Will He or Won’t He? 

Despite protestations from the country’s prime trio, FA President Ameyi remained steadfast in 

his assertions that all three would be present by the ninth of January. The manager, Didier Six, 

resorted to a less optimistic position – cautiously hopeful. It took presidential intervention, but 

after plenty of hesitation and injury scares, Kossi Agassa, Alaixys Romao and Sheyi Adebayor all 

finally agreed to take part in proceedings. 

The Rest of the Crew 

It’s perhaps unfair on the rest of the Togolese squad who have been overshadowed by the 

ongoing player-federation saga. There are still very respectable talents at Didier Six’s disposal. 

Among them former French U21 internationals Razak Boukari and Serge Gakpe, and brothers 

Jonathan and Floyd Ayite who ply their trade in Ligue 1. 

 

A younger looking Didier Six 

Manager: Didier Six 

As far as experienced managers go, Didier Six is at the top. The former Nice midfielder has 

amassed over 40 years of managerial experience in Europe and Africa. He`ll need every ounce 

of his attained wisdom to guide his fragile squad out of the Group of Death – a virtually 

impossible task. 

Key man: Emmanuel Adebayor 

There can only be one: Emmanuel Adebayor. If Togo advance, he’ll be hailed a miracle-worker, 

if not, Sheyi will be lambasted as a troublemaker. A burdening responsibility for the former 

Gunner. 

One to watch: Kossi Agassa 

In a camp of turmoil, Kossi Agassa’s experience will prove vital helping Togo settle into a 

rhythm. The silent leader tends to be discreet, but his teammates say the listen when he has 

something to say. Having already played a World Cup (2006) and two African Cup of Nations, 

his compatriots will look his way for guidance in the impossible Group D. 

SFG Predicts… 

Group stage exit. 
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Cup of Nations 2013: SFG writers’ plus 

guests’ predictions 
 

As you would know, if you’ve been following our coverage of the Africa Cup of Nations 2013, 

it’s nearly time for Africa. Again. And it’s time for us to predict on some of the outcomes over 

the coming weeks, including the most important of them all: who will win it? This is the chance 

for you to laugh at us in a couple of weeks (and beyond), when it’s all over, and know whose 

judgement to trust in future, perhaps. SFG’s Cup of Nations team are joined by three 

guests; Steve Gabb, who runs Spirit of Mirko and African Soccer Review; Tom Legg, an east 

African football enthusiast who runs Eastern Promise; and Paul Sarahs, a world football 

commentator, journalist and broadcaster. To the business at hand: 

——————————————————————————————————————————

—————————————- 

Who will win the 2013 Cup of Nations and why? 

——————————————————————————————————————————

—————————————- 

Tom Legg: Ghana -  A well balanced squad, despite the absence of key players in Andre Ayew 

and Samuel Inkoom. The combination of Kwadwo Asamoah and Wakaso Mubarak down the 

left should offer give them attacking variation, whilst Annan and Agyemang-Badu will offer 

much needed bite and quality in central midfield. In the absence of Andre Ayew much of the 

side creative spark will be placed on young Porto forward Christian Astu. A string of impressive 

performances in qualify have suggest Atsu is more than capable of fill that role. 

Steve Gabb: It’s very difficult to look past Ivory Coast. It’ll be very hard for most defences at 

the tournament to cope with a strikeforce consisting of Gervinho, Koné, Kalou, Yaya Touré, 

Gradel and Didier Drogba. Despite their obvious qualities you get the impression that they’re 

playing with the weight of an entire country’s expectations on their shoulders. This side really 

should have won a continental title by now, and for many of these players it’s their last 

chance. The pressure will be greater than ever, but this time I think they will deliver. 

Paul Sarahs: As it was last year and as it seems to perpetually be, it’s very hard to look beyond 

Ivory Coast. So strong in every area of the pitch and with a feeling of ‘last chance saloon’ for 

one or two of the older players in the squad to win something with Les Elephants.  The didn’t 

concede a goal last year and only lost on penalties in the final, I expect them to go one better 

this year despite some questions about the defence and whether it’s as impermeable as it was 

12 months ago. 

Maher Mezahi: Algeria, because of their defensive discipline. Les Fennecs have only conceded 

1 goal in their last 4 games. There’s also the case of Vahid Halilhodzic. He’ll demand the very 

best of his men and I think it’s time they deliver. They could be boring, but they’ll be effective. 

Salim Said: Ivory Coast. They’re the most complete team at this Cup of Nations by a 

continental distance in terms of experience, strength in depth, know-how (to get to the final at 

least), etc. 

https://twitter.com/mirkobolesan
http://spiritofmirko.com/
http://africansoccerreview.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/tomlegg
http://tomlegg.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/Wanchope_Dickov
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James Bennett: I’m not afraid to make brave predictions – I went for Stoke to be relegated 

from the Premier League this year and didn’t expect Spain to do particularly well in Euro 2012. 

Those predictions also suggest I’m not very good at brave predictions. Nonetheless, I’m going 

to go for South Africa. The hosts usually do well, and in the World Cup they seemed to be lifted 

by their role and overachieved. I think they might do the same this time, and at this level of 

competition, that may be enough to at least take them deep into the competition. 

Sam Crocker: Can’t look past Ivory Coast sadly. Feel they’ll be more at home in South Africa, 

with the world cup stadiums suiting the array of superb players they have. They can’t possibly 

disappoint again, can they?  If not, can see South Africa coming through at home. Or my 

surprise package perhaps (As you can probably tell, I don’t really know) 

Alex Queiros: Ivory Coast. Surely, after so many years of disappointment, the golden 

generation can win the tournament. I can’t see a surprise winner like last year, but then again, 

I wouldn’t be amazed if the Ivorians didn’t manage to win. 

Sagar Patel: Ivory Coast. The ‘Golden Generation’ never seems to make it past the final hurdle 

but maybe this is actually their year (no, seriously). They enter the tournament in strong form, 

just like last year, and there are goals to be had from all across this team. 

James Eugene: Ivory Coast, unless Gervinho takes penalties again. 

Amro Alkado: Ghana; Ivory Coast routinely choke, and there is no bona fide North African 

danger this time unfortunately. 

——————————————————————————————————————————

—————————————- 

Who will underachieve? 

——————————————————————————————————————————

—————————————- 

Tom: South Africa – bereft of key players, such as centre back Morgan Gould and creative 

linchpin Steven Pienaar, the hosts have been struggling to find the right attacking 

combinations to help lead them to their first AFCON title since 1996. Some worrying lethargic 

performances in buildup games suggest the team aren’t entirely comfortable with their 

tweaked system of play under Gordon Igesund. Drawn alongside Angola, Morocco and Cape 

Verde in Group A, an early exit at the group stages would not surprise me. 

Steve: Despite being hosts I think South Africa could struggle. Their opening match could well 

set the tone for the whole tournament and I’m not sure that Cape Verde will be the pushovers 

that everyone expects them to be. I also can’t see Zambia repeating their successes of last 

year, however I think it would be unfair to call it underachieving as they did so well last time 

out to win the cup. 
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Paul: Tough question.  All the signs point to Nigeria with their at-times comedic build up to the 

tournament but writing them off with the quality they possess seems premature.  If it clicks 

they can go all the way but will face reigning-champions Zambia and a side in Burkina Faso that 

can surprise anyone on their day.  If they can progress beyond the group there’s potential to 

go far in the cup, but they need to start quickly against Les Etalons in a game that may decide 

their fate. 

Mali another who could struggle. Uninspiring, a lack of creativity and another of AFCON’s 

potential surprise packages in their group, Congo DR, may see them fail early on. Their 

weaknesses are clear but their strengths are often enough to see workmanlike sides do well in 

the African Cup of Nations.  Games against Congo DR and Mali key to whether they’ll fall at the 

first hurdle or progress. 

Maher: Zambia. They have support who demand the absolute best from their Copper Bullets. 

Anything but an extended run in this Cup of Nations will be seen as a failure and teams will be 

vying to knock them off of their continental pedestal. 

Salim: Morocco. The pressure on them is enormous after 37 years without success. The 

decision not to include Kharja was awful, and with little experience in their ranks they may just 

drown in an ocean of self-doubt. 

James B: Usually one of the big African teams collapses through self-doubt and internal 

wranglings. Togo seem to be heading that way with Emmanuel Adebayor going, then not 

going, then going again. All is not well there. But other than that, I’m going to go for Ghana, 

because of the huge expectation and they’re missing one or two the big name players that 

have been around in the last couple of tournaments, particularly Andre Ayew. I’d also add 

Morocco, who may end up being less than the sum of their parts again even without a couple 

of big names. And Gervinho, obviously. 

Sam: Nigeria. Recent instability and an exciting Burkina Faso team means I can see them 

finishing 3rd in the group. 

Alex: Nigeria. Most of the squad has never been in an Afcon and they may be a bit 

overwhelmed. They should pass the group stage, but won’t go further than that. 

Sagar: South Africa. They haven’t fared well in past tournaments and face some potentially 

tricky opponents in Group A. While they did lift the trophy last time they hosted in 1996, I 

don’t see them making the sort of impact you would expect from a home country. 

James E: I have a feeling that South Africa will underachieve. 

Amro: South Africa – yet again. 
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——————————————————————————————————————————

—————————————- 

The surprise package? 

——————————————————————————————————————————

—————————————- 

Tom: Burkina Faso – Tight call between them and DR Congo, but with Les Etalons drawn 

alongside a Zambia side still hungover from their 2012 triumph and East Africa’s only 

representative, Ethiopia, the opportunity is there for Burkina Faso to get out of the group and 

into the knockout stages. 

Steve: I think there are a couple in Group A. If Cape Verde Islands can build some sort of 

cohesion from a disparate group of players then I think they could do well. They certainly have 

more quality than the Equatorial Guinea side that made the quarter finals last year. A win in 

the opening game of the competition against Bafana Bafana could blow the group wide open. 

Similarly I think Angola have been getting some good results recently (they haven’t lost in their 

last six and defensively seem sound). I’m sure most will be predicting that South Africa and 

Morocco will get out of Group A, I’m not so sure it’ll be that easy. 

Paul: Again, there are two sides with the potential to really surprise.  Burkina Faso have such a 

creative group with the likes of Jonathan Pitroipa, Alain Traore and Abdou Razack Traore, and 

a genuine goal threat in Moumouni Dagano.  Kabore looks a different player with the national 

team. The group has great experience but a reputation for choking when it counts. If they are 

able to overcome that deserved reputation and click as a group, they could go all the way. 

Then again, I said that last year! 

The other team who are more than capable are Congo DR. In Dieumerci Mbokani they have a 

natural goalscorer in top form for Anderlecht in the Belgian Pro League and with Tresor Mputu 

will make up one of the most feared strike partnerships in South Africa. Lomana LuaLua, 

rejuvenated in Turkey this year, will provide an excellent foil for the pairing of Mputu and 

Mbokani.  Love watching Congo DR play and if they get it right, they’re a real danger. 

Maher: I can see South Africa doing well this tournament. Morocco have a terrible record in SA 

and Belhanda might be injured. Cape Verde and Angola should be beatable with all due 

respect to the Lusophone nations. Assuming SA finish first, they’ll play one of DR Congo or 

Mali. Either of which they can overcome with the home support. It’s also tough to discount the 

host nation factor. So this could be the first time we see South Africa in the semi-finals since 

2000! 

Salim: DR Congo. They have the coach, the creativity, the midfield machine, the goals to go 

very far and, most importantly, the inner cohesion due to that core of TP Mamzembe alma 

mater. But I’d say they don’t have the defence to win the whole thing. 

James B: Well, I’ve already gone for South Africa to win it, which itself would be a major 

surprise. Moving away from that, for the surprise packages for British football fans, you’d have 

to look at the teams that have players that are unfamiliar to the British media – DR Congo, 

Niger, Ethiopia, Cape Verde, and in particular Burkina Faso, who only just scraped through in 

that dramatic play-off but showed a lot of character to do so. That sort of thing is crucial in 

tournaments. I think they might edge Zambia and qualify from that group, and then who 

knows. 
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Sam: The hipster choice – DR Congo. Don’t think they’ll win it, but with Mbokani in incredible 

form, can certainly see them surpassing expectations. 

Alex: The predictable answer, of course, is DR Congo. They can and most likely will surprise. 

But, to be a bit different, I’m going to say Angola. Mostly home-based players adapting into a 

South American playing system. Who knows, it could work out for them. 

Sagar: Cape Verde. The fear of the unknown may work in their favour and Group A is pretty 

close to call as it is. 

James E: Tough one, but I’ll go for Cape Verde. 

Amro: There have been so many upsets of late that it is difficult to pick. DR Congo have a core 

of TP Mazembe players who are a solid team for those who follow African Champions League 

so I will go with them. 

——————————————————————————————————————————

—————————————- 

Top goalscorer? 

——————————————————————————————————————————

—————————————- 

Tom: Asamoah Gyan – The Black Stars fall guy in recent tournaments has been in top form for 

Al Ain this season, scoring 21 goals in 14 games. Fitness, as always, is a concern but with the 

young legs of Atsu, Wakaso and Adomah doing all the running off him, space could be left for 

Gyan to do what he does best, score goals! 

Steve: It’ll take a brave man to bet against anyone other than Didier Drogba. 59 goals in 90 

internationals tells its own story. For a slightly more left field choice if Dieumerci Mbokani of 

DR Congo can get anywhere near his club form (12 in his last 11 Anderlecht games) then he’ll 

be one to watch. 

Paul: It feels a bit of a cop out to choose Didier Drogba but with Ivory Coast such strong 

favourites it would be foolish not to. Mbokani will run him close – and will have to – if Congo 

DR progress beyond the group stage. 

Maher: Didier Drogba. He’ll lead CIV to the finals and lose to Algeria. More heartbreak for 

Didier in Africa, but I have no sympathy. 

Salim: I’ll be boring and go for Didier Drogba. It’s his last chance for a Cup of Nations, he’ll be 

in insatiable form. I fancy him to score a free-kick or two as well. 

James B: In recent big tournaments, the battles for top scorer have been very close with goals 

dispersed around the teams – take Thomas Muller winning the 2010 World Cup Golden Boot, 

for instance. It’s more important that the team goes far, so I’m going safe with Didier Drogba, 

because Cote d’Ivoire are a good bet to go far in the competition and he’s probably still the 

best striker in the competition. 

Sam: Mbokani for sure – assuming my dark horse prediction comes off. 

Alex: No isolated winner, I think. We can expect Manucho, Drogba, Katongo and Adebayor 

amongst the top, but none will score more than 4 or 5, really. 

Sagar: Dider Drogba. I see him making it to the final so will go with him as a safe bet. 
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James E: I’ll go with a tie-break between Drogba and Chris Katongo. 

Amro: Issam Jemaa has been in red hot form for Tunisia in the warm up games.If they manage 

to get through the group my bet is on him. 

——————————————————————————————————————————

—————————————- 

Player to watch? 

——————————————————————————————————————————

—————————————- 

Tom: Christian Atsu – The twenty year old forward burst onto the scene for the Black Stars 

after a virtuoso performance against Malawi, in Accra, during qualifying. Quick footed, 

powerful and direct, Atsu can operate anywhere across a front three and will likely fill the 

creative void left by Andre Ayew. 

Steve: I’m quite familiar with players such as Drogba, Toure, Gyan and Adebayor. I’ve seen 

them play on many occasions. I’m looking forward to seeing some of the African based players 

such as Harrison Afful and Clottey of Espérance as well as the TP Mazembe crew (Mputu, 

Sunzu, Kalaba, Kanda) to see how they get on at a major finals. It will also be interesting to see 

how much impact Msakni can have now he’s playing in the Middle East. Of all the players I’m 

definitely most interested in how Tresor Mputu will perform. He’s been an absolute joy to 

watch via YouTube and grainy internet feeds over the past couple of years, it’ll be great to see 

him on a clear picture – finally! 

Paul: Christian Atsu of Porto and Ghana, a superstar in the making! Issues with fitness and 

injury, but if he’s at his peak, Alain Traore of FC Lorient and Burkina Faso. 

Maher: I like Ghana’s Christian Atsu. He can be very fun to watch when used correctly. Look 

for him to amuse himself in vacancies behind the midfield and on the left flank. 

Salim: Tresor Mputu. Thank me later. 

James B: I am by no means an African football expert so if you’re looking for someone to tell 

you who the next big star to emerge at this tournament will be, I’m not the person to ask. My 

area of expertise is the English Football League, and there aren’t too many players selected 

from there. One of those is South Africa’s Kagisho Dikgacoi, who has regularly featured at the 

heart of a Crystal Palace team that has been this season’s surprise package of the 

Championship. I’d also add the awesome Youssef Mulumbu, another in-form English-based 

midfielder. 

Sam: Alain Traore. Could be important if Burkina Faso do well. 

Alex: I want to see what Trésor Mputu does. Christian Atsu, Ryan Mendes, Emmanuel Mayka 

and Alain Traoré are also on my radar. 

Sagar: Emmanuel Adebayor. The controversial Togolese will indeed be at the finals; it’ll be 

interesting to see what he does both on and off the field. 

James E: Victor Moses. You may accuse me of “Premier League” bias, but I really think that he 

will be a bright spark in this tournament 

Amro: Christopher Katongo, I don’t know if we have mentioned this guy before? Watch 

closely. 
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——————————————————————————————————————————

—————————————- 

What are you most looking forward to? 

——————————————————————————————————————————

—————————————- 

Tom: Apart from being in front of the TV at 1600 GMT on January 19th 2013, this tournament 

could well be one of the most open AFCON’s we’ve witnessed in recent years. Which says a lot 

considering the thrills and spills we witness in 2012. Nigeria and Ghana have revitalised ageing 

and under performing squads whilst Cape Verde, Burkina Faso and DR Congo will hopefully 

provide us with similar ‘giant’ killing stories witnessed in EQG and Gabon. 

Steve: I’m fascinated to see how Claude Le Roy fuses together a group of excellent African 

based players from TP Mazembe such as Mputu, Kanda, Kidiaba with players who play for 

good European clubs like Mbokani and Mulumbu. Add players like Gabby Zakuani of 

Peterborough United and you’ve got a bizarre set of ingredients. Whether Le Roy can bake a 

fantastic pudding from that mix I’ve no idea, but it’ll certainly be interesting. Sides like this are 

what international football is all about. 

Paul: Everything! I’ve been excited for the tournament since the dramatic end to the last 

one.  Cape Verde’s debut, Ethiopia returning after so long away, the will-they-won’t-they saga 

of Ivory Coast, whether Nigeria can overcome their build up and deliver. It’s all set to be a 

brilliant tournament! 

Maher: Watching the Walyas of Ethiopia. Had a riot with their qualification matches and I’ll be 

in front of my television for each of their matches. Let’s cross our fingers and hope for a few 

upsets. 

Salim: The goal celebrations – honestly, it’s one of the major reasons I love the Cup of Nations 

– the drama, the shocks, good football, vuvuzelas, surprise packages and, the best bit,  the joy 

of watching a tournament as a neutral and seeing other people suffer! 

James B: One of the main reasons I enjoy watching the tournament, aside from as a voyage of 

discovery, is to see the best players in a different environment. Some adapt well, some don’t. 

So I’m looking forward to seeing the big names. I’m looking forward to seeing how Drogba 

does after a few months in China. I’m looking forward to seeing if Adebayor can inspire Togo 

despite the disputes. I hope Victor Moses gets a good chance to show what he’s capable of. 

And I want to see if Stoppila Sunzu lives up to the growing hype. 

Sam: Zambia’s response to defending their crown. Won’t have the element of surprisethis 

year. 

Alex: Like in all Afcons, exciting, no-nonsense football, packed stadiums with vuvuzelas 

honking like mad and scenes to remember for decades to come. 

Sagar: Good crowds, hopefully. Last year’s edition failed to leave a legacy in Gabon and 

Equatorial Guinea due to inflated ticket prices. 

James E: Cape Verde progressing through to the knockout stages, an underdog in the semi-

finals and many many spectacular goals like last year. 

Amro: The inevitable genuine surprises that you only truly get in Africa & Asia. The 

“established” teams always feel vulnerable. 


